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l.

PANT-A

{ General Aptltudc enA aaafy,tical Abilfty I

$ I@xz +2x+kldx =0, then the value of k is
(a) -2
(b) 2

(c) o

(d) s

lxe'dx over the range x=O to x=I is
(a) 1

(b) 0

(c) e

(d) logx

The solutio n of * = ex-Y - x2e-9 is
dx

(a) x =2A+ 1

(b) eU =ex +x2e-A
(c) x2 -y+c
(d) None of the above

The integrating factor of the differential equation

cos(x)&+ysin(x)=1

(b) cos x

(c) tan x

If the position vector of the point a = (1? n) is such that lal= 13, tl.en a possible value ofnis
(a) s

(b) 4

(c) 3

(d) I
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6. AETCD is a parallelogram with AC and BD as diagonals. Then (AC)2 +(BDl2 =
I

(a) (,4812 +lCDlz

(b) 4 (ABf

(c) 2l{ABl2 +(BC}21

(d) 2l@Bl + (eD)l

The odds against A solving a certain problem are 4 to 3 and the odds in favour of B
solving it are 7 to 5. The probabitity that the problem will be solved is equal to

(a) 28115

(b) LLls

(c) 16121

(d) ts/28

A bag contains 5 black balls, 4 white balls and 3 red balls. If a ball is selected at
random, the probability of it being black or red is

(a) | 13

(b) | /4
(c) sl t2

(d) 213

9. Assuming' one coin-tossing experiment follows the binomial distribution, the
expectation of the number of heads in 15 tosses is

(a) 7's

(b) 3

(c) 3's

(d) 14

10. If the sum of n terms of an arithmetic progression be 3n2 - n and its common difference
is 6, then its lirst term is

(a) 2

(b) 3

(c) 1

(d) 4

3 /Be
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I 11.

L2.

Modulus and argument of t I + i) /(l - i) are

(a) 1 and r

tb) nl2 artd I

(c) | and.nl4

(d) None of the above

If (N+2)l=255Ox JVl, then the value of N is

(a) 49

(b) 48

(c) s0

(d) 2ooo

13. How many four-letter -words can be formed out of the letters of the word
T,OGARITHMS?

(a) s04o

(b) 2to

(c) s000

(d) None of the above

14.
x-2lim + is equal to

"2 *i -2t
2

(a) s'23

(bl 3

(c) 2

(d) 1

-. nllim '"' is equal to
n-+- (n+1)l-n!

(a) o

(b) @

(c) -."
(d) r/2

4/89
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16. Negation'of

for every real x, x+0=x
is

' (a) there exists a real x such that x + O is not equal to x

(b) for every real .r, x + O is not equal to x

(c) for every nonreal x, x is equal to x + 0

(d) None of the above

l?, The probability that a leap year will contain 53 Sundays is

(a) 217

(b) 318

(c) I 17

(d) 4/7

18. Three dice are thrown together. The probability of gelting a total of at least 6 is

(a) 103/ 108

(b) t 13

(c) t2lt7
(d) 517

19. The domain of

ftxt=r#
is

(a) (O d,
(b) (g os)

(c) (q U

(d) None of the above

20. The order of the differential equation satisfying

Jt-F"+nffi =a\x2 -azl

is'
(a) I
(b) 2

(c) 3.'
(d) 4

5/Be



PART-B

Sectloa:.A

( Btologz I

21. Assuming there is an appropriite enzyme to catalyze each reaction, which of tl.e
. following redox reactions will proceed as written if the initial concentrations of reactants

and products are equal?

(a) Acetaldehyde + HzO + FAD + aeetate + FADH2

(b) FADH2 + NAD+ -+ FAD + NADH + H+

{c) Succinate + I\iAD -+ fumarate + NADH + H+

(d) Acetate + NADPH + H+ + acetaldehyde + NADp* + H2O

22, Resolution in gel-filtration chromatography is based on
(a) size

(b) charge

(c) hydrophobicity

(d) allinity

23. A stretch of polypeptides contains four lysine, three glulamic acid, two arginine and two
isoleucine residues. The net charge will be

(a) 4(+)

(b) 2l+l

(c) 3(-)

(d) neural

24' Which of the'following statements about prokaryotic organisms is not correct?
{a) Most prokaryotes live as independent individuals or in loosely organized

communities

- , ' 
,(b) ' Prokaryotes usually have a tough protective coat
(c) Prokaryotes do not have as much varied biochemical capabifties as eukgryotes
{d) Prokaryotes do not have .a discernible organized intemal structure

25. All of the following statements about the type-B ryclin proteins are correc t, ctt;6ctr t
(a) they are present in the cells during the G2 phase
(b) they activate the cdc2 kinase
(c) their presence is required for exit from mitosis
(d) they are newly s5rnthesized during every cell cycle

6/8e
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27.

Most of the dry mass in a tree trunk is originally derived from

(a) soil

(b) light enerry

(c) Coz

(d) glucose

In two-point linkage analYsis

(a) two marker loci are tested for linkage

(b). one marker locus is tested for linkage to a trait locus

(c) a straight line is determined

(d) a ligand is discovered which binds to the disease DNA

What is the term used by Charles Darwin that he believed was the principle mechanism

of evolution and way that nature chose certain members of a population to survive over

others?

(a) Natural selection

(b) Mutation

(c) Genetic drift

(d) Migration

29, Which immunoglobulin can be related to allergic response?

(a) IgM

(b) IsA

' (c) IgD

(d) IeE

gO. A metabolically healthy cell not destined to proliferate will stay at which phase of cell

cycle?

(a) Gl

(b) Go

(c) G2

(d) Metaphase

7 /8s
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31. A mutation has been detected in the p53 gene. What will be the phenotype of the
mutated cell?

(a) Cells will have weak DNA-damage checkpoint and may proliferate with damaged
DNA

(b) Cells cannot pass Gl/S checkpoint

(c) Cells may go for apoptosis

(d) Cells will stay at G0

g2, What is the adenylyl ryclase activity in an assay mixture when a non-hydrolysable GTp'
analog is added?

(a) No activity of adenylyl cyclase

(b) Adenylyl cyelase is constitutively active

(q) Go will not dissociate fronr G* : '
(d) Go will not associate with adenylyl cyclase

33. Translation of a human gene in cell goes on after inhibition of CAP-dependent protein
s5mthesis in the cell. Which of the following statements is true?

(a) The gene has multiple copies

(b) 'CAP'has negligible role in protein synthesis process

(c) An IRES is present in the S'-UTR of the gene

(d) Ribosome can recognize the ATG start codon directly

A plasmid is of 59OO bp size. It has 3 cut sites {at positions 1325, 2653 and 4200) for
EcoRI. If 100 ng of the smallest fragment is required, at least how much of the plasmid
DNA should be digested?

(a) '444 ng

(b) 444 1tg

(c) 444 mg

(d) 4a4 pg

35. Which amino acid is consumed during the proeess of breakdown of the amino acid M?

(a) s

(b) r
(c) c
(d) A

8/8e
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36. Prezygotic barriers

(a) enhance mating between species

(b) impede mating between sPecies

(c) impede mating within sPecies

(d) impede the organogenesis

Bacterial messenger RNA contains

(a) CAP at the 5' end

(b) polYadenYlation at the 3' end

(c) iKozak sequence near the start codon

(d) polypurine stretch necessary for binding to rRNA

In order for a genome to replicate four times accurately during the S phase compared

with the once per cell 'cycli,. which of the following is required

(a) - Four-fold increase in the rate of polymerase synthesis

(b) Increase in the frequency of origin of replication usage' thus allowing rereplication

(c) Leaving gaps while replicating

(d) Allowing mutation while replicating

Boiling aqueous solution of double-stranded DNA will cause denaturation of DNA' The

;ff*ii;. ienaturation will be favoured

(a) when it is kept immediately in ice

(b) when it is kept at room temperature

(c) when it is kept below freezing temperature

(d) by cYclic heating and cooling

In meiosis I, the two sister chromatids are

(a) attached to different Poles

(b). attached to one Pole

(c) bioriented on the spindle as they are in mitosis

(d) attached to the poles at crossover points

e /8e
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43.

++.

41. -Which of tl e following is not a component of a membrane?

(a) Polyethytene glycol

(b) Phosphatidylethytamine

(c) Phosphatidylcholine

(d) Phosphatidylglycerol

42. The Ames test is used to test

(a) incorporation of radioactivit5z in a probe

(b) potential carcinogenic effect of chemicals

(c) presence of a promoter in a given segment of DNA

(d) the level of urie acid in blood

Which of the following is a transversion mutation?

(a) AtoG

(b) TtoC

(c) GtoC

(d) CtoT

The anticodon sequence of the suppressor IRNA that r'ecognizes the nonsense codon
UAG is

(a) S'-AUG-3'

(b) 5'-cuA-3'

(c) 5'-AUC-3'

(d) s'-gTA-s',

45. During DNA replication, the cell minimizes the amount of single-stranded DNA,
because

(a) single-stranded DNA adopts stable secondar5r structure

(b) single-stranded DNA is chemically more fragile than double-stranded DNA

(c) it is not possible to repair breaks in single-stranded DNA accurately

(d) single-stranded DNA cannot be replicatetl accurately

1Ol89
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46.

Sectlon-B

ChemlatrY t

When the reaction equation

CsHs +Or -+CO, +HrO

is properly balanced, the number of moles of O, will be

(a) l's

tb) 3.s

(c) 3

(d) s

The third ionization ener5, of titanium is required to carry out which of the following
processes?

(a) Ti3* e) + e- -+ Ti2* E) I

(b) Ti2* G) -+ Ti3* (g)+ e-

(c) 3Ti G) -+ 3Ti+ (g)+ 3e-

(d) Ii (d * Ti3+ g + se-

Which of the foltowing has the largest radius?

(a) ca2*

(b) K+

(c) Ar

(d) s2-

49, According to IUPAC.nomenclature, which of tJ:e following is the name for the compound

shown below?

CH.

CHt

(a) 3-butyl-2-(1-methylethyllpentane

(b) 2-isopropyl-3-butYlPentane

(c) 2-isopropYl-3-ethYlhePtane

(d) 4-ethyl-2,3-dimethYloctane

4?.

48.

H.C

H,C

Ii

L
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s1.

50. Of the following, which
bond?

(a) CsHloO

(bI csHlocl20

(c) CsHt lcl
(d) csHucto

If 4'O g of a gas occupies
of the gas is

(a) 8g

(b) 16 s

(c) 32 e

(d) 48 g

corresponds to a compound with exactly one ring or double

ll'2 L at Oo C and 0'25 atmosphere, then the molecular mass

52. "Solutions of the following cor.npounds, all at the same molality, were prep€ued. Which
solution has the lowest freezing point?

(a) I(Br

(b) Al(NoS)3

(c) CHTCOoNa

(d) NaNo,

(P + n2a lv2W-nbl =71117

Which of the following gases has the largest value of b in the van der Waals equation
shown above?

(a) CH+

(b) ccl4
(c) HCI

(d) Hzo

The solubility product expression (K"r) for the slightly soluble salt Pb(IOr)2 is eQual to

(a) [Pb2+ ]Eoal

(b) Pb2*12[o;]

(c) [Pb2+ ][oal2

(d) [Pb2 
* 

l2 [o; ] 
2

L2 /89
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Ss.WhichofthefollowingisttrepHofasolutionobtainedbymixing5o.0mLofo.l00MHA
and 5O'O mL of O'1OO M NaOH?

I. Neutral if HA is a strong acid'

II. Basic if HA is a weak acid'

. ilI. Neutral if HA is a weak acid'

{a} I onlY

(b) II onlY

(c) III onlY

(d) I and II onlY

s6' For the *'T1"::1 
+x(s) Eo=-2.174v

which of the following is a correct statement?

ta) X+ is readilY reduced

(b) X+ is a good oxidizing agent

{c) X is a Poor reducing agent

(d) X is readilY oxidized

QorH
=l{>'C+<Ql{
E
CH.

QorH
57.

The structures shown above are

(a) identical

(b) different conformations of the same compound

(c) enantiomers

(d) diastereomers

13/89
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58. Which of the following reactions yields the indicated compound as a major product?

?'. ?",
(a) O*;,O._,,
q o#eL,
(c, o#u;'.
(d) i:{"' ,., ,

Br cH"

,,*-Yo
HrC urI+C

'q-

59. In the reaction
cH"

I

CH3CHCH2CH2CH3 + Br, -&+
the interrnediate that is formed at the fastest rate is

,CH

(a) CH2CHCH2CH2CH3

CH

(b) cH3QCH2CH2CH3

CH

(c) CH3CHQHCH2CH3

9H"
I(d) CHsCHCH2QHCH3

60. A hiSh equivalent weight is desirable for the compounds used as primary standards,
because

(a) such compounds are generally easier to puriS
(b) such compounds are generally hygroscopic

(c) such.compounds generally react with 1:l stoichiometry
(d) weighing errors are minimized

14 /89
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61. Given that a certain organic compound absorbs light in the visible region, it cannot be
true that it

(a) is aromatic

(b) is an alkane

(c) is colored

(d) contains a nitro grouP

62. What is the oxidation state of chromium in (NHa) ,Crrar?
(a) +7

(b) *6

(c) +5

(d) +4

63. Which of the following transmutations entails an absorptiqn of an alpha particle and'' release of a proton?

(a) ,33u - '33ru

(c) "rZu -'31Pu

(d) f{at -+ 13$e

64. The azide ion (NI) is isoelectronic with which of the following?

(a) No,

(b) Noz

(c) COz

(d) soz

For which of the following sets of values of AH and AS will a reaction be spontaneous
only at high temperature?

^s(J/K)
+19

-19
-19
+19

L5/8e
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Ar{0d}

(a) + 60

tb) + 60

(c) - 60

(d) - 60
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67,

66.

68"

69.

At 298 K and I atmosphere, the closed system

curo(s) * *rrg) 
+ zcuo(s) ar{o= -1 1. 3 kJ

is at equilibrium. If the equiiibrium is perturbed by isothermally decreasing the volume
of the system, which of the following is not correct?

(a) More product will be present after equilibrium is reestablished

(b) AG is less than zero for the process of reestablishing equilibrir"rm

(c) The equilibrium constant'(K*) will decrease

(d) The temperature will remain constant

Which of the following is not accompanied by an increase in the entropy of the system?

(a) Discharging a battery

(b) Boiling water at atmospheric pressure : 
-- '

(c) Very slow mixing of hot and cqld water in a well,insulated container

(d) Rapid expansion of a gas and recompression to its original temperature, pressure

and volume

Which of the following comparisons of the average kinetic energies and the av€rage

molecular speeds of H, and N, gases at 300 K is correct?

Average
Kinetic Energy

(a) Hz =N2
(b) H2 =Nz
(c) Hz =Ne
(d) Hz ,Nz

For a triprotic acid (HaA), Ko, is 1.0x 1O-2, Ko, is 1.0x 10-6 and Ko, is 1'Ox 10-10.

The pH range in which HzA- is the predominaht form is

ia) 1to3
(b) 3to5
(c) 5to7
(d) 7 to9

Which of the following is another way to express the concentration of a glucose solution
that is O'Ol percent by weight?

(a) 1'0 ppb

(b) 100 ppm

f.'l 1o ppt

(d) l'0 ppt

16/89

Auerage
Molecular Speed

H2 =N2

Hz rNz
Hz .Nz
Hz =Nz
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Sectlon-C

( PhYsics )

7L. A ball is thrown out of the passenger window of d car moving to the right (ignore air

resistance). If the ball is thrown out perpendicular to the velocity of the car, which of the

following best depicts the path the ball takes, as viewed from above?

'\ B"1l

(a)

(b)

(c)

f, eatt

(d) w

1W

4W

#r*,,
72.

73.

An object is thrown horizontally from the open window of a building. If the initial speed

of the object is 20 r"7" "r,a 
ii irits the ground 2'0 s later, from what height was it

thrown? (Neglect air leslstance and .."*" the ground is level.)

(a) 4'9 m

(b) e'B m

(c) 10'0 m '''

(d) 19'6 m

A resistor in a circuit dissipates ener$' at a rate of 1 W' If the voltage across the resistor

is doubled, what will be ttie new rate bf enersr dissipation?

(a) 0'25 w

(b) 0's w

(c)

(d)

L7 /8e
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T4.Aninfinitelylongstraightwirecarryingcurrentrl.passesthrough

"i""rrt", 
loop of iire carrying c-urrent 1, as shown below :

the eenter of a

76.

The long wire is perpendicular to the plane of the loop' which of tl.e following describes

the magnetic force on the looP?

(a) Outward along a radius of the loop

(b) Inward atong a radius of the loop

(c) Upward along the.orip of the loop

(d) There is no magnetic force on the loop

?5. de Broglie hypothesized !ha! th-e linear-mo.mentum. and wavelength of a free massive

particle .r. ,.l"t"d by which of the following constants?

(a) Planck's constant

(b) Boltzrnann'sconstant

(c) Rydberg constant

(d) Speed of light

An atom has lilled n = 1 and n = 2 levels. How many electrons does th€ atom have?

(a) 2

(b) 4

(c) 6

(d) 10

77. The root-mean-gquare speed of molecules of mass m in an ideal gas at temperature ? is

tr)

(b)

(c)

(d)

18/89
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78, The enerry from electromagnetic waves in equilibrium in a cavity is uped to melt ice. If
the Kelvin temperature of the cavity is increased by a factor of two, the mass of ice that
can be melted in a fixed amount of time is inireased by a factor of

(a) 2

(b) 4

(c) 8

(d) 16

79, The figure given below represents the orbit of a planet around a star (S) and the marks
divide the orbit into 14 equal time intervals, f = T l14, where T is the orbital period :

If the only force acting on the planet is Newtonian gravitatiori, then true statement(s)

about the situation include which of the following?

I. Area A = al:ea B.

II. The star (S) is at one focus of an elliptically-shaped orbit'

IIII. T2 = Ca3 ,where a is the semimajor axis of the ellipse and C is a constant.

(.) I only

(b) II only

(c) I and II only

(d) I, II and III

with force constant k launches a ball of mass m' In order for the ball
u, by what displacement s should the spring.be compressed?

mS=U-
k

1el89
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(d)
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81. A quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator has an angular frequency 0I The
Schrddinger equation predicts that thb ground state energt of the oscillator will be

I
fa) -jDorr5' 

,"*

(b) 0
1(c) io*

(d) fior

In Bohr model of the hydrogen atom, the linear momentum of the electron at radius r,.
is given by which of tire following? (n is the p;ncipal quantum number.)

(a) nh

(b) nrnh
ttt(cl -rn

a(d) nornh

The figure given below represents a log-log plot of variable y versus variable x :

E.2.

83.

1000

Variable r

The origin represents the point x = 1 and y = 1. tfiIhich

approximate functional relationship between y and x ?

(a) s = 6Ji
'1(bl u=!x+6'2

(c) 9'= 6x* o' f
(d) a =l x2"6

20/89
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84. TWo experimental techniques determind the mass of an object to be 1 lf l kg and
10*2kg. These two measurements can be combined to give a weighted average. The
uncertaint5r of the weighted average is equal to which of the following?

I(a) , u*

(b) *u,

(d) 2 ke

85. If the four lenses shown below are made of the saine material, which lens has the
shortest positive focal length?

Unpolarlzed light is incident on a pair of ideal linear polarizers whose transmission axes

make an angle of 45' with each othir. The trarlsmitted light intensity through both
polarizers is what percentage of the incident intensity?

(") loo%
(b) 75o/o

(c) s0%

(d) 25o/o

A very long thin straight wire carries a uniform charge density of )' per unit length.
Which of the fotlowing gives the magnitude of the electric field at a radial distance r from
the wire?

11"
Zneo r

1r
2nt o ?'

IL
,"%7

LX2
4rceg r2

2t/89

(a) 
11

rb) [
(c) 

il

(d) 
0

87.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Motion toward

88, The bar magnet shown in the figure below is moved completely through the loop :

N

Which of the folloving is a true statement about the direction of the eurrent flow
between the two points a and b in the circuit?

(a) No current flows between a and b as the magnet passes through the loop
(b) current flows from a to b as the magnet passes through the loop
(c) current flows from b io a as the magnet passes through the toop

(d) Current flows from bta a as the magnet enters the loop and from atob as the
magnet leaves the loop i

89. The surface of the sun has a temperature close to 6000 K and it emits a blackbody
(Planck) spectrum that reaches a mar<imum near 500 nm. For a body with . ";;;;;temperature close to 30O K, at what wavelength would the thermal spectrum reach a
maximum?

(a) l0 nm

(b) 100 mm

(c) 1O mm

(d) lO0 nm

At the present time, the temperature
background) is about 3 K. When the
universe,. such as galaries, were

(a) one-quarter as distant as they are today

(b) one-half as distant as they are today

(c) separated by about the same distances as they are today
(d) two times as distant as they are today

91. For an adiabatic process inrrolving an ideal gas having volume Vand temperature T,
which of the following is constant? (y = Cp /Cvl
(a) Tv

(b) rw
(c) TVt-l
(d) Tt v

22/89
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gZ. An electron has total enerry equal to four times its rest enerry. The momentum of the

electron is

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

flec

J2m"c

JIEmrc

4tn"c

93.

95.

TVo spaceships approach the ""ttl with equal speeds, as measured by an observer on

the earth, but from opposite directions. A meterstick on one spaceship is measured to

be 60 cm long Uy an'occupant of the other spaceship. What is the speed of each

spaceShip as measured by the observer on the earth?

94.

(a) O'4c

(b) o'Sc

(c) 0'6c

(d) o'7c

What is an essential requirement for the operation of a step-down transformer?

(a) A magnetic interaction between the primary and the secondary coils

(b) A laminated iron core

(c) An electrical connection between the primary and the secondary coils

(d) A nonconducting core

TWo forces have magnitudes of 11 newtons and 5 newtons' The magnitude of their sum

could not be equal to which of the following values?

(a) 5 newtons

(b) 16 newtons

(c) 9 newtons

(d) 7 newtons

23 /89
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97,

Scctloa-D

( Uathcmatlcr / Ste.flaHcr I

A drawer contains 2 blue, 4 red and 2yellow socks. If 2 socks are to be randomly
selected from the drawer, what is the probability that they will be of the sarne color?

o(a) ;I
6(b) 4
5

3(c, 
=T

1

Idt I
2

let Rbe the set of real numbers and let / and gbe the functions from lRinto lR. The
negation of the statement

oFor each s in R, there exists an r in IR such that if f(rl >0, then g(s) > 0
is which of the following?

(a) For each s in R, ih"r. does not exist an r in IR such that if f(r) > 0, then g{s) > 0

(b) For each s in R, there exists an r in IR such that /(r)>0 and g(s)<0

(c) There exists an s in R such that for each r in R,;1r1>0 and g(s)<0

(d) There exists an s in Rand there exists an r in R such that /(r) sO and g(s)s0

If g.is a function defined on the open interval (a, b) such that a < g(xl < x for all x e (a, b),
then g is

(a) an unbounded function

(b) a non-constant function

(c) a non-negative function

(d) a strictly increasing function

99. For what value (or values) of m is the vector (l', \ t4 $ a linear combination of the vectors
(q L L U, (q q Q ! and (L l,Z o)?

(a) For no value of m

(b) -l only

(c) 1 only

(d) 3 only

24/89
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1(,0. For a function f , the finite diffcrences 'a,f(x) and a2y1x1 ard defined by
A.,f(x)=,f(x+1) -flxl and a2l1x; =Aflx+l}-al(x).$rh3t is thevalue of /g), given the
following partially completed finite difference table?

x f (xl tf lxl t2 f l*l
-l

101.

In the ligure above, the annulus with center Chas inner tadius r and.outer radius 1. As
r increases, the circle with center O Contracts and remains tangent to the inner circle. If
A(r) is the area of the annulus and a{r) is the area of the circular region with center O,

then lim A(rl 
=r-+r alrl

(c) 1

(d) @

1O2. Which of the following is/are multiplication table(s) for groups with four elements?

a.b c d abcd III. abcd
al a b

1

2

3

4

4

-2

{a} -5
'(b) -l
(c) I
(d) s

(a) o

iur ?
TI

cd
da
ab
bc

a
b

c

d

ab
ba
cd
dc

cd
dc
aa
ab

a
b

c

d

abcd
badc
cdcd
dedc

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

None

I only

I and II only

II and III only

blb c
clc d
dl d a

25/8e
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1O3. Which of the following statements are true for every function /, defined on the set of all
real numbers, such that lim 'f (x' is a real number L and/(O)=Opx-+0 x

l. f is differentiable at 0

II. I =0
III. lim_ /(x) = o

x-r 0

(a) None

(b) I only

(c) III only

(d) I and III only

1O4. What is the area of the region bounded by the coordinate axes and. the line tangent to
the graph of y= l*' *l*+t at the point (Q 1)?"82

1

G
I
8

I
4

I

(a)

(b)

(c)

{d)

1O5. LEtZbe the group of all integers under the operation of addition. Which of the following
subsets of Z is not a subgroup'of Z?

(a) to)

(b) {n eZ: n ) O}

(c) {n eZ: n is an even integer}

(d) ln eZ: n is divisible by both 6 and 9)

106' {n the Euclidean plane, point A is on a circle centered at point O, and O is on a circle
centered at A. The circles intersect at points B and C. What is the measure of angle
BAC ?

(a) 60'

(b) 90"

(c) l2O"

id) 135"

26 /Be
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tA?. Which of the following sets of vectors is a basis for the subspace of Euclidean 4-space

consisting of all vectors that are orthogonal to both (Q I' I U md (I, l, l, 0)?

(a) (q -L L o))

(b) (I, q o, o), (0, q o, 1})

(c) \(-41',1, -21, (q L - L 0))

(d) {(1, -1, Q 1),(-L L q -1, (q L -L 0)}

1OB. Let / be the function delined by f lx, A = 5x-4y on the iegion in the 4lplane satisffing
the inequalities x<2; A>Q x+y)1and g-x50. The maximum value of / on this
region is

(a) I

(b) 2

(c) s

(d) 10

1O9. Let, be the function defined bY

f (t' 
[-*2 +4x-2 if x <l

'l =l-*z +z if x 2 I

Which of tfie following statements about / is true?

(a) / has an absolute maximum at x = 0

. (b) / has an absolute maximum at x = I

(c) / has an absolute ma:<imum at x = 2

(d) ,/ has no absolute maximuin

1lO. 6t f be a function such that flxl=f{l-x)for all real numbers x. If f is differentiable
eveqnvhere, then .f '(0)=

(a) /(o)
(b) ,(1}

(c) -/(o)
(d) -/'(l)

111. If V, and V, are 6-dimensional subspaces of a l0-dimensional vector space V, what is
the smalleit possible dimension that V, n Y, cqn have?

(a) o

(b)

(c) 2

(d) 4

27 /89
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LIiz. Assume that p is a polynomial function on the set of real numbers. If p(O) = pl2l =3 and
p'(0) = p'l2l=-1, then !f,*n"l*ldx is equal to

(a) -s

(c) -1
(d) I

I 13. Suppose B is a basis for a real vector space V of dimension greater than 1. Which of the
foltowing statements could be true?

(a) The zero vector of V is an element of B

(b) B has a proper subset that spans V

(c) B is a proper subset of a linearly independent subset of V

' (d) There is a basis for V that is disjoint from B

114. Which of the following ccrrzltotbe a root of a polynomial in x of the form 9x5 + ax3 + b,
where a and b are integers?

(a) -e

(b) -s

115. When 20 children in a classroom line up for lunch, Pat insists on being somewhere
ahead of Lynn. If Pat's demand is to be satisfied, in how many ways can the children
line up?

(a) 2il

(b) Ie!

(c) 18!

{dl 20!
2

28 /89
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.t

;

!a

116. How many integers from I to lo00 are divisible by 30 but not by 16?

(a) 2s ,t

(bl 
:1(c) 32

(d) 33

11?. Suppose / is a differentiable tunction for rvhich $i /txt ""O ,l3x /'(x)both exist and

are finite' Which of the following must be true?

(a) jjll /'(x): o

(b) lim /'(x) = Q
x'+6

(c) 
ITL /(,) = ]11 f:t't

(d) / is a constant function

ot2
118. 

^Eff 
=

(a) e

(b) 2e

(c) (e+ 1)(e-1)
A

(d) en

119; In .rqtz-space, an equation of the plane tangelt !o the surface z = e-x sjny at the point

wh€f€ x=O and y=X t*

. (b) x+z=l '
(c) x-z=1
(d) '9+z=1

12o. For each real number x, iet p(xlbe the meanof ttre numbers 4,g,-7,5 and x; and letq(x)

be the *"di;;iit""u five nlmUers. For how many values of x is ptlr)=q('rp

(a) None

(bl One

(c)' TWo

(d) Three

e/8e
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Eectlon-E

( Btotnformatlce I

l?L. SBML is related to

(a) gene prediction

(b) evolution

(c) metabolic pathways

(d) primer design

L22, MUM in MUMer program refers to

(a) multiple unique method

(b) maximum unique matches'

(c) rnaximum unique and minimum

(d) minimum unique matches

l2g. The unrooted.phylogenetic tree

(a) UPGMA

is constructed using

124.

12S.

(b) Fitch-Margoliash

(c) UPMA

(d) Kimura

Gene-finding software ,GenScan, is based on

(a) Markov models

(b) Fourier transform

(c) k-mer statistics

td) oRF

tniRanda'software is useful for

(a) messenger RNA prediction

(b) microRNAprediction

(c) ribosomal RNA prediction

(d) transfer RNA prediction

3OlBe
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L26. Perceptron model is used for predicting

(a) Iinearly sepaSable problems

(b) linearly not separable problems

(c) support vector problems

(d) non-linearproblems

127. If six sequences have to be multiple aligned using ClustalW algorithrn, then how many
pairwise comparisons need to be carried.out to obtain the guide tree?

(a) 6

(b) 12

(c) 8

(d) ls

128, If we compile a dictionary of k-mers for a DNA sequence, then how many possible words
can be formed .for k = 6?

(a) 24

(b) t2s6

(c) 4096

(d) 24t

129. Consider the short sequence IA,GCTTACGGT' and the bases are chosen at random.
Whatistheprobabilitythatthenextbase(i.e.,eleventh}isT?

(a) I

(bl 0.3

(c) o.2s

(d) 0

13O. In a typical Markov chain mod,el, the relationship that exists between the 'state'and
'symbol'is

(a) one-to-many

(b) one-to-one

(c) many-to-on

(d) many-to-many

31"/89
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131. Bootstrapping method is employed

(a) evolutiona4ranalysis

(b) pattern search

(c) sequence concatenation

(d) fragment assembly

132. FastA aigorithm uses

(a) hash tables .

(b) mums

(c) bits

(d) suflix tree

133. MEME algorithm is for

(a) microaray search

(b) motif search

tc) pathway search

.(d) restriction sites search

134. An o-helix would be destabilized most by

(a) interactions between neighboring Glu and Arg residues

(b) interactions between two adjacent hydrophobic teu residues

{c} the presence of an Arg residue near the carboxyl terminus of the a-helix

(d) the presence of an Arg residue neAr the amino terminus of the o-helix

135. Which of the following statements about gene evolution is not true?

(a) Duplication of genes creating'copies that can acquire new function

(b) Formation of new genes from noncoding regions in the genome

I") l,ateral transfer of genes between difrerent species

(d) Rearangement of genes by domain shuflling

32 /8e
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131. Bootstrapping method is employed in

(a) evolutionar5ranalysis

(b) pattery search

(c) sequence concatenation

(d) fragment assembly

132. FastA aigorithm uses

(a) hash tables .

(b) rnums

(c) bits

(d) suflix tree

133. MEME algorithm is for

(a) microaray search

(b) motif search

(c) pathway search

(d) restriction sites search

13+. An cr-helix would be destabilized most by

(a) interactions between neighboring Glu and Arg residues .

(b) interactions between two adjacent hydrophobic L.eu residues

{c} . the presence of an Arg residue near the carboxyl terminus of the a-helix

(d) the presence of an Arg residue near the amino terminus of the a-helix

135. Which of the following statements about gene evolution is not true?

(a) Duplication of genes creating copies that can acquire new function

(b) Formation of new genes from noncoding reSigns in the genome

(c) Lateral transfer of genes between different species

(d) Rearrangement of genes by domain shuffling

32/8e
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196. The major and minor grooves of B-form DNA correspond to which of the following
features of A-form RNA?

(a) Deep and shallow grooves

iUt Minor and major grooves

(c) Major and minor grooves

(d) Wide and shallow grooves

132. Molecular d5mamics differs from molecular mechanics by taking into account

(a) the velocities of the constituent particles

(b) the effect of the solvent medium

(c) the nonbonded interactions

(d) the periodic boundary condition

lg8. The doubte-helical Watson-Crick structure of DNA was first obtained from

{a} fiber diffraction and molecular modeling

(b) fiber diffraction

' (c) X-ray diffraction from single crystals

(d) diffraction from single crystals and molecular modeling

139. H5perchromicity is a measure of DNA melting, since

(a) base stacking is accompanied by reduction in w absorption

(b) base .stacking is accompanied by increase in uv absorption

(c) H-bonding is accompanied by reduction ia uv absorption

l4O. Which of the following is protein-protein binding site prediction method?

(a) ProMate

(b) CASTp

(c) SitemaP

(d) Qsitefinder

33/8e
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141. Which of the following algorithms uses a Monte Carlo simulation in the assembly step?

(a) FASTA

(b) DALr

(c) BLAST

(d) BLASTp

14?, The length of beta-hairpin motif is usually

(a) 2to7 residues

(b) 12 to 15 residues

(c) 22 to 25 residues

(d) 6 to 1O residues

143. The region (- 60, - 6O) in the Ramachandran plot refers to

(a) loop region

(b) beta sheet region

(c) .alpha helical region

(d) disallowed region

144. The cells which help in rolling and unrolling of leaf lamina in grasses are

145.

(a) complementary cells

(b) motor cells

(c) passage cells

td) companion cells

Reverse transcriptase enz1lrnes are employed

(a) - to cut DNA molecules

(b) to join DNA fragments

(c) in sSmthesis of complementary DNA from mRNA

(d) to introduce recombinant DNA into host

34/8s
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Sectlon-F

I Conputer Sclcnce I

146. Which of the following best'describes the difference between pagrng and segmentation?

Paging breaks a process' virtual memory into physical units of the same size,

*Gr"4* segmentation breaks a process'virtual memory into logical units that are

typically of different sizes

Paging suffers from external fragmentation, whereas segmentation suffers from
internal fragmentation

Pagrng requires page tables for address translation, whereas segmentation does

not require segment tables for address translation

paging requires one page table per process, whereas segmentation requires only
one global segment table for the entire system

147, Consider the following two fragments of Java programs :

public void P1 (lnt xt int Yt int zl
{

if ((x!=0) && (ly/xl==zll
z:z*L;
System. out . println (rrx:'r+x+rry=tt+y+ttzJt+zl '

)

public void PZ (int x, int Yt int' z)

{

if { ( (V/*1 -=r, && (x ! =0) )

z=z*7;
. SysLem. out . println ('rx=rr+x+iry:tt+y+t'z="+z\ 1

)

Which of the fotlowing is true?

(a) Forallx, y and z, PL(x, y, z) and P2 (x, Y, z) havethesamebehavior

(b) Forallx and y, there exists z such that P1 (x, Y, zl and P2 (x, Y, zl
. behave differentlY

{a}

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

{d)

Forallx and z, there exists
behave differentlY

For all y and z, there exists
behave differentlY

y such that P1 (x, y, zl and P2 (x, Y, z)

x such that Pl (x, Yr z) and P2 (x, Y, zl

35/Be
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148. Which of the following statements about positive integers is not trre?

(a) If x is a composite integer, then x has a prime divisor less than or equal to the
. square root of x

(b) There are inlinitely many. prime integers

(c) Integers a and b are congruent modulo m if and only if there is an integer k such
that a b lcm

(d) If a divides bg thea either a divides b or adivides c

149. Five wireless nodes A, B, C, D and E are arranged in a line. Any pair of adjacent nodes
are within range of each other; and non-adjacent nodes do not'interfere, All nodes
execute the Carrier Sense Multipte Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol
with Ready to Send/Clear to Send (RTS/C-IS) exchange prior to transmission. If the link
bandwidth is L bits per second for successful transmission and reliable transmission is
desired, what is the maximum possible total bandwidth attainable for this network in
bits per second?

(a) L

(b) 2L

(c) 3L

(d) 5L

15O. Consider the following directed graph :

Which of the following is a topologieal sort of the nodes of t]le gsaph?

(a) 5,7, lO, 13, 14, 17,20, 30

(b) 10, 5, 13, 14, 7,30, 17,20

(c) 10, 5, !g, 17,20, 14,7, 30

(d) 10, 20, 5, 17,13, 14, 7,3A

36/89
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151. Consider a bmte-force password-guessing attack that can submit authentication

_ reguests at a rate of one every millisecond. Assume that a password consists of
l-6 eharacters from a to-symbol alphabet. In the average case, appioximately how
many seconds would it take to determine the password using'this type of attack?

(a) 1oo

(b) soo

(c) sss

(d) lo00

152. Consider the following two problems :

Nearest Neighbors : Given an unsorted array of n floating-point numbers'as input,
return two of the numbers that are closest in value to each other.

Farthest Neighbors: Given an unsorted arr?y of n floating-point numbers as input,
return two of the numbers tllat are farthest in value from each other.

Assume that the only operaUons allowed on the data are-
1. comparing the values of two entries in the array and identi$ring the larger value;

2. comparing the distance between two array entries (the absolute value of the
difference between the two array entries) with the distance between two other
array entries;

3. swapping two entries in the aray'

Further assume that each allowed operation has unit eost. What are the worst-case
optimal asymptotie running times for algorithms that solve the two problems?

Nearest Neighbors

(a) @(nlogn)

(b) @(nlogn)

{c} o(n2)

(d) o(n2)

Farthest Neighbors

o(rt)

@(nlogn)

@(n)

O(nlog{

is executed on a153. Which of the following typically occurs when a procedure call
processor?

I. Program counter is uPdated-

II. Stack pointer is uPdated

m. Data cache is flushed to avoid aliasing problems.

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) I and II only

(d) I and III only
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154. The routing table below uses the longest prefix niatch in its routing decisions

Netuork Addre ss / Length Next Hop

796.94.8.O121

196.94.16.O/24

196.94.O.O116

s

T

U

What are the next hops for each

Nert Hop to
196.94.1O.7

of the following two destination addresses?

Next Hop to
196.94.34.9

U

U

s

T

T

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

155. Consider a recursive algorithm for sorting an array of n 2 integers that works as
follows :

L If there are only 2 elements to be sorted, compare them and swap them if they are
out of order.

II. Otherwise, do the followirig steps in order :

{l) Recursively sort the first n 1 elements of the array

(21 In the resulting array, recursively sort the last n 1 elements

(3) In the resulting array, recursively sort the first 2 elements of the array

What is the as5rmptotic running time complexity of this algorithm measured in terms of
the number of comparisons made?

(a) o(nlogn)

(b) o(n2)

(c) o(rr3)

(d) @12")
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156. Consider the following Java codes :

class BaseCIass
{

inL data=L01;
public void print
(

System.out.print (

')
public void fun o

o

data + tr " )i

(

Print - O;
l
)"
class SubClass extends BaseClass
{

int data 2A2;
public void Print o
{

System.out.Print ( data + rr" )i
)

)

class TestClass
{"
public static void main (String[] argg )

{

BaseClass obj = .", SubClass O;
obj.print O;
obj.fun O;
System.out.print (obj .dat.a) ;
)

)

What is printed by the execution of TestClass'main O?

(a) 101 101 1O1

(b) Lot 2o2 2o2
' (c) 202 lol 101

' (d) 2o2 2O2 LOr

157. A hash function h maps 16-bit inputs to 8-bit hash values. What is the largest k such
that in any set of lO00 inputs, there are at least k inputs that h maps to the same hash

value?

(a) 3

(b) 4

(c) 10

(d) 64

3e /8e
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158' Consider three processes Pl, P2 and P3 with respective arrivel times of O ms, 10;ms
and 20 ms and respective proeessing times of 3O ms, 15 ms and 30 ms. The three
processes are preemptively seheduled on a single-CPU system using the
shortest-remaining-processing-time-first scheduling policy. Which of the foliowing
shows the order in which the processes complete frorn fiist to last?
(a) Pl P2 P3

(c) P2 Pl P3

s ()

i / / prints the value
n n // prints a blank

Ro

(b) Pl P3 P2,

(d) P2 P3 Pl

of i on the current ]ine of output
space on the current line of output

DUrWmb Scrlplarig

32
22
23
32

40 /8e

159. Which of the following statements about fixed-length and variable-length instruction set
architechres [SAs] is/are true?
I. Variable-length ISAs allow for a smaller code size over fixed-length ISAs.
U' Fixed-length ISAs simplify instruction fetch and hecode over variable-length ISAs.
III. Variable{ength ISAs require more registers than fixed-length ISAs.
(a) I only
(b) II only

{c) I and II only
(d) II and III only

160. Consider the following pseudocode program :

int i
main
t
i=3
so
Ro
)

void
{

print
print
)

void
{

int i
i=2
so
)

o

What is the output of the program if the pseudocode uses either static (lexical) scoping
or dynamic scoping?

Statrc Scoping

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

32
33
33
33
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161. Given a directed graph G=(14 E), it is convenient to represent the connectivity
properties of Gusing an associated directed acyclic graph G' =(V,.8'), where the vertices
in I/ are the strongly connected components of G and for S, I e I/, (S 7) is.in E' if and
only if there exist u e S and u e ? such that (a ul.e E.

Let c be the graph shown tielow :

Which of the following is its associated directed acyclic graph G'?

{L,2,6\rrl-f^'9r\
(a)

{1, 2, 6}

(b)

(c)

11,2, 3, 6, n
ft,,)'---'-+'Py

{4\!/'

{1,2,3, 4, 5,6, n(d) r--+r {8}

162. An algorithm's rbal-time readiness (RTR) ratio is defined as the ratio of its average-case
running time to its worst-case running time. Which of the following algorithms has an
RTR ratio closest to O?

(a) Bubble sort

(b) Heap sort

(c) Insertion sort

(d) Quicksort

4L /89
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163. Which of the following properties must be true of a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) of a
connected graph G with at least 3 edges?

L The MST must contain the shortest edge of G,

'il. The MST must contain the second-shortest edge of G,

III. The MST can never contain the longest edge of G.

(a) None

(b) I only

{c) I and II only

(d) I and III only

164. A color {RGB) raster-scan graphics system provides 18 bits per pixel and uses no color
lookup table. If black and white count as shades of gray, how many different ahades of
gray does the systern offer?

(a) 64

{b) 255

(c) 2s6

(d) 262, r43

165. If the delay through a single-bit adder is 3 (measured in gate delays) to the sum output
and 2 to the carry output, what is the delay through a k-bit ripple-carry adder?

(a) 2k *1

(b) 2k+t

(c) 3rc - 1

(d) 3k

42/8e
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166. Cor"id", the following pseudocode fragment :

i=0;
j =0;
k=0;
while (i<10 and i<10)
{

if (Atil>Btjl)
t

.111=a1il;
k=k+1;
i=1+1 ;
)

el-se
{

CIk]=61i1,
k=k+1;
j=j+1,
)

)

Which of the,following could serye as a loop invariant for the while loop above?

L i<10 or j<10

II. i<11 and j<11

III. k=i + j
(a) I onlY

(b) I and II onlY

(c) I and III onlY

(d) I, II and III

167, consider the following concurent tasks, in whieh each assignment statement executes

atomically. Initially, ihe shared variables x and y are set to o :

Task 2

A=1
b=x

?ask I

X*1
a=9

At the end of the concurrent tasks, the values of a and b are examined' Whieh of the

following must be true?

I.' (a: O) (b:1)
II. (b:0) (a: r)

1II. (o: I (b - 1)

(a) I onlY

(b) II onlY

' (c) III onlY

td) I and II onlY
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168. Five balls are placed randomly into four boxes, labeled A, B, Cand D. Each bail has an
equal chance of being placed into any box. What is the expected total numb.i JU.ii"l"
boxes A and B?

(a) I

(b) t-2s

(c) l's
(d) 2.s

169. One garbage collection algorithm is semispace copying collection. Which of the following' characteristics of garbage eollection apply to semispace copying collection?

I. Collectb dead objects that reference each other

' II. Incurs overhead on every assignment operation to a reference variable

m. Avoids fragmentation

(a) None

(b) I and II only

(c) I and III only

(d) II and III only

1?O. Which of the following statements about caches islare true?
' I. A direct-mapped cache can have a lower miss rate than an associaltive cache of the

same siae (number of blocks).

II. Programs with high spatial tocality have a low cache miss rate primarily because
the exact same addresses are re-referenced.

III. Frograms with high temporal locality have a low cache miss rate primarily because
tle exact same addresses are re-referenced.

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) III only

(d) I and III only

***
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PART-A

( General Apdtudc ead AnalyUcet Ability I
P:E ratio of shares of select qompanies is as follows :

Share Prdoe'(Rs) P-E ratio

lvr
I roB
I

I Bor

KR

.,KB

FB

AB

SB

CP

VB

3s.9s

25.55

a6'2o

108.35

2t7-80

168.75

34.40

25'10

69.6s

28:60

t.7

2.4

2:6

2.6

2.9

3.0

3.1

3.2

3.4

4'0

P-E ratio isl the price earning ratio of a share and is detined as the ratio between the marketprice of, and the earnings (EpS) from the share.

(a) AB

(b) roB
(c) sB
(d) vr

2, vVhat are the totaf earnings from shares of rfe,.if.the number of VB shares is 25000?(a) Rs 1,7S,ZSO

(b) Rs I,ZB,ZSO

(c) Rs 1,82,2SO

(d) None of the above

3. What is the ratio of EpS of Cp to EpS of AB?
(a). 20.5 : 1t.l

' l8.S : 12.3

(c) 19.8 : t4.S
(d) None of the above
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4: By what percentage should rnarket price of IOB ii'rcrease to make its P-E ratio equal to

that of FB?

(a) 2s

(b) 33'3

(cl 20

(d) 12's

5. What would bc the EPS of I(R if its P-E'ratio was.increased by SOVa?

(a) 25'6

(c) 23'4

(d) None of the above

A road network has 13 citiix A, 4 q,'...., M that are connected by one-way roads. D, L artd M

carr only be accessed through Fl A has roads to'Cand E; there is no road from E to F; C has a

road to F; B and G can be riached from E; both I} and d lead to lli_H_laq no-roads to I and J'

K can be reached from J but the total journey to K cannot exceid'lo km' All roads are 5 krn

long.

6. If Amar starts from A, he can.reach all cities, o<cept

(a) J
(b) t4

(c) I
(d) 'ivq+e of the above

7, If Amit starts from FI, how grarry places can he'reach?

1

2

3

None of the above

If Vikas has reached I from A, he must have travelled through

(a). E
(b) E, B ead, H

(c) E and H

(d) None of the above

47 /8e
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9. In ordcr to rcach lU from,tr tlie totEl distance trarrclled shoild bc

(a) 10 km

(b) s km

(c) 20 km

(d) None of the above

1(}. The distance betwcen { and K is

(4 ls km

(b) 20 km

(cJ 2s km

td) eannot be detcrrtlred

The diagram below shows the lettcrs A,'8, C end D each of which is surrorutded by eight
nurnbcrs (each diffcrent). The eight numbers arowld each of thc four letters cail be tipped over'
ihe letter itself either horizontatly or vertically :

Thus, if we were to llip this diagram vertically around B the figure would becorne

Arijit, a naughty troy, flips over the original diagram around the letters A, B, C and. D in the order
vertically, hoiizontally, horizontaily and vertically. From the final position obtained, answer the
questions that.fotlow :

11. How many numbers will not change their position?

(a) s

(b) 3

(c) 7

. (d) None of the above

48/89
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2 A 7 B t2 c L7 D 22
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12. into the p6eiti6;i of which numler will tht number 17 go?

(a) L2

(b) 22

(c) 18

(d) None of the above

Thc higheet perceiltage numerical loss is exhibited by which posifibn?

{a} 3rd column and 3rd roqr

(b) Sth column and lst row

(c) 6th colurnn and Prd ronn

(d) None of the above

llow many positions have exhibitcd aa absolute change of 1 in their numerical value?

(a) 2

(b) s

(c) 4

(d) 6

f5. The increase in the sum of the numbers around C is

(a) 1s

(b) 12

(c) 9

(d) None of the above

t8. If t}eaverage of a,b,cbe li,f and ab+bc=*ca, thentheaverageota2,b2,c2 is

(a) M2

(c) gWz

(d) 27M2

4e /89
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lE. A
,l

(a)

(bl

(c)

(d)

t7, l\vo numbers are such that thetr difference, their sum and their product are in the ratio
of | : 7 :.24. The product of the numbers is

(a) 6

(bl 12

(c) 24

(a) 48

train of unknown leagth crossea two plat.forms of f,, meters and L, meters in
seconds and t, secortds respectively. Then the speed of the train, I{, is

LL^E= t. +t^ut'

,, \'Lz,t-fi

19' Xen ordered for six l,eo toys and some additional Kaybee toys: The price of a Leo toy is
2'5 times that of a Kaybee toy. While preparing the'bill, the shopkeeper interchanged
the number of J,eo toys, with'that of Kaybee toys which increased the bill by 45%. Find
the number of. Kiybee to;rs.

(a) t2

(b) 18

(c) ls
(d) lo

2o. Find the valpe of x in the fo$owing oipression, where x > O :

^1*-r 

-

.Lo--
16--...6,

(a) 2J2

(b) -2.8
a

(c) z+ ds

{d) 3+2,1tr,

50l8e
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PART-B

Section-A

{ BtologY }

Epithelial cell poldrity is maintained by

(a) tight junctions

(b) gap junctions

i r (c) extracellular matrix

{d) actin filaments

In a cell cycle experiment, cells were synchronized at the Gl phase and subsequently a
drug was added ihat'resulted most of the gells stuck in S phase. This can be exptained
best by

(a) the drug inhibited a kinase responsible for transition intb @ I M phase

(b) the dnrg inhibited DNA polymerase

(c) the drug induced apoptosis and DNA fragmentation

(d) the drug induced a G1/Sphase checkpoint

Which of the following sets of enzymes is required for DNA replication?

(a) DNA helicase, DNA polymerase, topoisomerase, primase, DNA ligase

(b) DNA transposase, DNA-dependent RNA polymerase, DNA Srase, DNA polymerase

(c) DNA prilymeiase, DNA methyltransferase, RNA-dependent DNA polymerase,
DNA helicdse

(d) DNA polym.r""", DNA ligase,. DNA invertase, DNA transposase

Mitochondria are evolved from symbiosis of

(a) free.living olirygen metabolieing bacteria

(b) obligate parasitic anaerobic bacteria

(c) anaerobic bacteria

(d) anaerobicbacteroids

51/8e
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Eut<arSotic RNA transcript is modified in the nticleus shortly after kanscription.
undergoes

(a) spliclng, capping at 5' end and polyadeny}ation at 3l ead

(b) splieing and attenuation

(c) capplng at 3'end and polyadenylation at 5'end

{d) trarrs-splicing and poly u addition

RNA polymeraee I, II and III transcribe

(a) rRNA, mRNA and RNA resPectivelY

(b) siRNA, RNA and mRNA respectively

(c) IRNA, mRW^l and rRNA respectively

(dl mRNA, snRNn and rRNA respectively

Bacterial grrase is the only enzryme that can introduce

(a) negativesupercoiling

(b) positivesupercoiling

(c) nick in the DNA

(d) None of the above

An miRNA against a spccific gene will result in

(a) translational deftct in the mRNA

(b) degradation of the mRNA

(c) degradation of the protein

(d) shorteoing of the half-life of the mRNA

29. TIie following is n6t a transacting factor involved in trnnsciptional regulation

(a) Rh9 facto:

(b) Zn linger

(c) Lcuc,rne zipper

(d) 9cN4

Competitive inhibitora

I hlnd rewrsibly with acdve site

(b) bind only to the ES comPlex

(c) bind to either E or ES comPler

(d) bind with aetive site with a very stable covdent bond

52/8e
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Luria-Delbnlck ftuctrratim tcct prwcd that

(a) mutation occurs tpontaflGousty

(bl mutadon (rccurs bY adaPtation

(c) mutadon ocsurs bY inducton

tdl mutation is rccurrcrlt

Lineweever-Burk Plot ie e Plot of

(4 l/vq vs. t/[$
(b) Vo vs. [S!

(c) Vo vs. l/[Sl

The higher Trn of DNA dePends on

(a) higher GC content

(b) lower GC contdnt

(q higher AT content

(d) Iower AT content

fui autosomal recessive condition elfects I newborn in 1ooo0. What is the expected

frequency of carriers?

(4 1/5o

(b) 1/ r00

{c) egll0o

(d) l/1o0o0

The chitd has the blood'typc B. the motlrer cif the child has the blood type O. What is

the genot5rPe of the male Parent?

{a) lBlo

(b) lAl^

(c) lAlo

(d) lolo

53/8e
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When a sequence of DNA is CAT TAG CAT GAC, what wi[ be
complementary RNA strand?

(a) GUA AUC GUA GUA CUG

(b) cTc Acc cAT GAT cAT

(c) GTA ATc arC Cue cug
(d) TAC ATc cTA GAT CAT

The most abundant biomolecules found on the earth are

(a) carbohydrates

(b) proteins

(c) nucleic acids

(d) iats

Lform of DNA is not the

(a) right-handed helix

(b) left-handed helix

(c) most stable structure under physiological conditions

(d) least elongated

Animals cannot convert acetyl coA derived from fatty acids into

(a) glucose

{b} cholesterol

(cl malonyl-ACP

(dl fatty acids

Enz5rmes are classified according to the

(a) type of reactioa they catalyse

(b) type of substrate on which they act

(c) type of bond on which they act

(d) type of goup on which they act

54/8e
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d1.

+2.

For each acetyl CoA oxidized by the citric acid.cycle, thi energr gain consists of

(a) three molccules of NADH, one FADH, and one nucleoside triphosphate

(b) tno molecules of NADH, onc'FADH2 and two nucleoside triphosphates

(c) tlrree molecules of NAD and one molecrrle of FAD

(d) three molecules of NAD, one molecule of FAD and one nucleoside triphosphate

If an individual who is highly allergic to cat dander is exposed to a pet cat-in a friend's

house, which class of immunogtobulin would most likely be found to be elevated. soon

after exposure?

(a) IgA

(b) IsE

(c) IsG

(d) IeM

49. Following a sirigle intravenous injecEon of ar.rtigen, antibody formation primarily occurs

in the

{a) Peyer's patches

(b) lymph nodes

(c) splcen

(d) thymus

44,

45.

An individuat's HLA haplotYPe is

(a) a chromosome segment

{b) one allele at each MHC class I locus

(c) the individual's elass I antigen type

{dl the iridMdual's complete eet oi MHC allele

Enhanpsrs 
3an 

be lescribed as seglrcnces which work in

(a) cis and incrcase the frequency of initiation of transcription

(bl trans and rcgulate gene orpression

(c) regutated. o,9 of transtation

(d) association ti,ith silinccr

55/8e
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Itg. Which one of the followlng epeciee can act as both a Brdnsted-Iovrry acid and a base in
aqueous solution?

(a) CH,COOH

(b) NOs

(c) H2PO;

(dl oH-

56/Be

Stctton-B

t ChcrntrtrY I

Which amonR thc following will bc paramagnetic?

(a) Cr(CQ.

(b) Fe(CQ5
!(d Fe2(Cee

{d} v(cq6

The blue color produced on adding H2O2 to acidified KrCrrA, is duc to

(aI CrrO*

(b) CrO,

(c) C6s

(d) cs+

Separate 2O c-rn3 solutiona of a tcat< actd errd a strong acid of the same concentration
are titrated with NaOH solutiorr. Which will be the same for these two titrations?

I. Initial pH

II. pH at equivalence,point

m. Volume of NaOH requid to reach thc equivatence point

(a) I only

tb} III only

(c) I and II only

(d) II and IIt only
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52.

Ttre- reactbn between N0, and F2 gives the following rate datq at a certdin
lampqahrre :

${O2}/mol &n-3 lFal/mol &n-3 Rate/mot &n-3 min-I

0-1

4.2

0.1

o.2

o.2

o.4

0.1

0.4

o.2

What is the order of reactionrwitlr resp6ct to'NO, and Fr?

NO, order F, ordcr

(4 first first

(bl firet seeond

(cJ second liret

(d) sccond second

Which of the foll,owing is most resistant to qxidation?

(a) CH3CH2OH

(b) {cH3)zcHoH

(c) HOCH2CH2OH

(d) (cH3)3coH

\Uhat occurs during the operation of a voltaic cell based on the following reaction?

Ni(s) + Pb2* bd { Ni2+ (a{ + Pb(s}

Erternal circrljt

(a) Elecbons move frorn Ni to Pb

{b} Electrons move from Ni to Pb

(c) Electrons move from Pb to Ni

(d) Electrons move from Pb to Ni

Ion movem.ent in solutbn

PU2+ {aq} moves away from Pb{s)

Pb2+ (aq) moves toward Pb(s)

Ni" (aq) moves away from Ni(s)

Ni2+ 1aq1 moves toward Ni(s)

57 /Be
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56.

The'hcat of neutralization of strong base with strong acid. is 57 kJ. Ttre heat released,
when O'5 molc of HNO. is added to 0.2 mole of naOH solution, is.
(a) s7'o k
(b! l r.4o kJ

(c) 28's kJ

(d) 34.e ln,

Thc ekindardrcduction potentials of Cu2+/CuandCuz+7Cu+ are 0.832 V and O.tS3V
respectively. The standard electrode potential of Cu+/Cu hatf-cell reaction is

(a) 0.184 v
(b) 0.827 v
(c) o's21 v
(d) 0.490 v

ln a reaction A :r B thc rate of the reaction increases two times on increasing the
concentrati6n of the reactants four times. Then the order of the reaction'is
(a) o

tb) 2

(c) '/,

(d) 4

The relationship between osmotic pressust at 27gK, when l0 g of glucose (pr), l0 s of
urea (P2) and 1O g of sucrose (P3l are dissolved in 2S0 ml of *.ti, i" ' r'-

(a) Pr>Pz>Pi

(b) Ps>Pr>P2

(c) P2>Pr>Ps

(d) P2> Ps > Pr

Na and O, are converted into monocations Nl and Ol respectively. Whicfr one of the
following etatelaents is wrong?

(a) ln N2, the N-N bond weakens

(bl In 02, the O-.o bond increases

(c) ln 02, paramagnctism increases

(dl Nl becomes diamagnetic

58/8e
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58. Ttre'value of Kp f9r the homogeneous gaseous reaction 2AGl+28(g)=aCE)+HS)
at 5oo K is 'o'04 , atn. The value of ' K" for this ,..Itior, taking

(a) - 10a mol dm4

(b) 10-3 msl dm-3

(c) 0.16mol dm-3

(d) 10-s mol dm{

69. A ray of light of wavelength 35O nm, passing throu'gh a solution of oxalic acid in the
presence of UOI reduces thc concentration of oxalic acid from 2 M to 1 Min 5OO ml of
solution. The quantum yreld of thg photochemieal reaction is

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 0-s

(d) 0.3s

The solubility product of casoo is 2.4x10-5 molidm-6. when ''100 ml of o.oo2 M
CaCl, and 1OO ml of NarSOn are mixed, CaSO* will

(a) precipitate

(b) not precipitate

(") just precipitate

(d) Data is insufficient '

Entropy change from liquid water to steam at 373 K is 109 J mol-l K-1. What is the
enthalpy change for the transition of liquid water to steam at 323 K?

(a) 44'8 ld mol-l

(b) 54'B t<^I mol-l

(c) 4o'b kJ mol-t

(d) 8o'8 k mot-r

60.
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62, Thc e.nerry levcls of tfrc Uaear harmoric oscillator are

I(b) rfold:degengrate

(cl h+$fotd degenerate

(d) f2n+ $,bld degcnaate

For the hydrogen 4tot4, which of the following orbitols has the lorrcst energr?
(a) 4s

(b) 4p

(c) 4d

(d) They all have the same ener€f

The lorrrcst e:rcited state of the helium atom hae the term eymbol
(d 2"2

(b) tso

(c) ".q

(d) He+

65. Wlrich of the following molecul,es

(a) BFs

(b) cHr ,

(c) CH3OH

(d) cHct3

belongs to the same symmetry.group as NHr?

Althqugh graphite is thermodynamically more stable than diamond at 2s.c andI akrrospherq, a diamond wiri not tr"ir-r"*i iitr-erdil. even over a period ofthou$ands of yearc. lvhich of the r"urc-e "oroiuv:;i;" this observatioal
,(a) AG for the reacton diamond to graphite is greater tha4 zero
(b) ArI for the reaction diamond to graphite is greater than zcro
(c) AS for the reaction diamond to graptrite i" te*" *", *ro 

-

(d) The r&ction diamond to graphite is not observed because it has a r.arge activationenergr
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67. Aecording to thq second laur ol therrnodynarnics, which of the following is a state

funcUoh?

{a} drw

(b) e,n lr
(c) Tqrc,,

The ground statc.of the ozone molecule o, has the following ehairc

(a) Linear

(b) Bent

(cl Equilateraltriangle

(d) Tetrahedral

Sulfur apparcntr3 shows a valence of 6 in tho ryo]ec1{e SF6,rrrhereas oxygen, Just above

it in the periodic tatle, has only e valencc of 2. Why is:this?

(al The sulfur atom can access d-orbitals

(b) Breakdonrn of the Pauli principlc

(c) Brealrdown 3f the Born-Oppcnheimer approximation

(d) E:rcipd vibrational states

Givcn that dU = TdS-.PttV and H =u + PV, which.of the follorilng is true?

(4 .dII =TdS+VdP

F) dH = #T -VdP

(c) dH= - SdT - HV

(d) dII=dt! + HV

6r /89
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Seotton-rC

I Phystcs I

7t.

72,

consider two isoratef lvst"rng irt separate lut nearbv regrons bf spac.e, each intheimodynamiq equilibrium in itself, rill ;ot in equilibrium wit[ each other at frst.L€t the enrropies of these two system" ue q il E;;;, ,iur.* i*";;;= *.allpwed to interact,.they-will 
"1*t"":fV reaih a _r.tr"t therniodyne*io .q.riliiriffwith entropy S. Which of the followiniis t 

".a-(a) S= ,S, + S,

(b) s>{ +S,

(cI S> { +s,

(d) s<,{ +s,

The tungsten filament ofan electric lamp has surface area A and a power rating p. riheemissivitv of the filament is e and 
" 

i" tir; ;;;;; ""ili.ri, *e steady temperature ofthe filament will be LIrtr steaqy temperaturs uI

(a) r=(-L )'
[,{eo/

(b) r=13)
\Aeol

(c! r=( P.\'t'
\Aeol

(d) r=[-P )'/o
\Aeol

73' lf L=aic2 +b!+rirlt+fg2a+git-kfrc istheLagrangiariof asystem;wherea,b,
4 f , g, k are constants, which of the forowing quantities is conseryed?
(a) s2 *

(b) *+j
x

2a*+c!1+ 7g?2

b/x

62/8e
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Ttre quantity W in tht photoetec,tric cquation is the

(a) energt dilfertnce bctween the two lowest elechon orbits in the atoms of the
photocathodc,

(bl total light energr absorbed by thc photocathode during the meastrement

(c) minimgm energy rcquired to frec an electron from'its binding to the iethodc
roaterial

(d) minimum energy a photon must have ih order to be absorbed by the photocathode

Which of the following is an eigenfuncfion of the linear momefltum opqretor *A$ witff

positive eigenrralue tlc, i.e,, aneigenfunction tha!,descrit€ a,f.aftiCte,that.i! rnoviog in
ir"o 

"p"":"-in 
t5e direction of pJsiUve x with: a precdse'value of liiieaf momenhrm?

(a) 
"tu
sin lcr

e:ikx

cos kx

716. Which of'the fo[orring c4ra6onr is.A csnsequedcc of- the equation Vx H=.D+J?

(al V.(D+O = o

tbl Vx(D+..['= 6

(c) V(D..{= g

(d) D+J= 0

?T. Which of thq follo'wing statements mos! acoEatety dcecrtbes hp{ga,n eleetromaggretie

ficld behaver under a lorentz trarrsformation?

(a) The electric field tranabrms completery into a magnetic field

(b)' If initalty there is only an electric field, after the hiansformtts*r there may be both
an electric feld',and'a nragnetie field

(c) Ttre electric field is nrraltered

. (d) The magnetic field is unaltcrcd

63/8e
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78. For an ideal gas, the speci{ic'heat at constdnt pressure.C, is greater than g16 specific
heat at constant volume C, because the

(a) ga-s vlorks on its environment when its pressure remains constant while its
temperature is increased

(b) heat input per degree increase in temperature is the same in proccs$cs for which
either the pressure or the volume is kept constant

(c) pressure of the gas remains constant when its temperature remains oonstent
(d) increase in the gas's _ internal energy is greater when tjle piessure remains

constant than when the volume remains constant '

T\vo observers o and O'.observe two events, A and B, The observers have a constant
relative speed qf 0'8c. In units such that the speed of light is 1, the observer O obtained
the following coordinates :

Event A; x=J, a=3,2= 3, t=.3
Event B : x=1 A= 3, z= 1, t=.S

What is the length qf the space-time interval between the above two events as measured
by.O'?

(a) I
(b) ^lz
(c) 2

(d) 3

A particle constrained to move along the x-axis under the influence of the net forceF=-Irer with amplitude,{ and freque^q f , where k is a po"iur" 
"r""r""i."wrr*x = A /2, the particle's speed is

(a) 2*fA

(b) .[*{e
(b) &nfA
(d) nfA

What is the single-particle entropy of an ideal gas of particles with mass m at
temperature T?

(a).;[r"T-']
(b) tn2ffiT + I

m

2nxT[t.r ln-
m.

id) 1ltr,2n*r * rl4L m ' J

64 /sg
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ttl & =tw c,pR"

Suppose a system A is placcd into thermal cgntact with a heat resenroir A'which is at

an absolute temperafurt ?' and that A absorbs an amount of heat O in this proces-s. If
the initial temperaturc of A is signilicantly differeut from ?', then the change of entropy,

A$ ofA satisfies

(a) bS= Q' lT'

(b) LS>Q'.lT',

(c) LSSQ'lT'

(dl .Ls< Q' ly

consider the'earth,s atmosphere as an ideal gas of molecular weight p in a uniform

gravitational field. Lct gdenote the acceleration due to gravitSr. If adenotes theheight
*bou" sea level ana if Ii dcnotes tl.p temperature at a height a the change of

atmosphcric Pressure p with height is given by

tet dP 
= -llg fupR?

tcl ap - _,49 dzp 'R?

{dl dp =49 dzPRT

Which of the following holds for a system of volume, V, having internal enerry, U?

tar flg'l > o
\Evlr

(c) [#),=o

(d) None of the above

65 /8e
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If [4 8=,lA-.Aeis the:Poisson brac,ket of tWo sqtrare metri6, Urtrictr of the followiug
always holds?

(al U\ nq= [.1 4C- 44 q

(b) t4 Bq = I.i llc+ \4 q
(cl 14 Bq= [4 c.{

(dl t4,I'q =t8 g

86.

87.

For a one-dimensional system with the

following is a cor-rstairrt of:rnotion?

(a) D=4.-gs

Hamiltonien a=*-+, which of thc2 Zqr.

(bl

(c)

D- pq* Ht

o-H.* t*t?
2

{d) None of the,above

The Poisson braelcet o.f hro constants of motion ii i:tself

(a) a constant of iffifolI'€{-tly:tpHen tite two constants itrc not erplititly dependent
on time

(b) never a comtant of motion

(cl always a constqrrt of: ruotion

(d) a @nstant of motion only when onc of the constants is zerro

Thc configlrration of the ptqssium atom in its ground state ii 1a2,,%2,2p6,3s2,3p6,
+sl whieh of the fullowing statements about potassium is tnrc?

(a) Its n = 3 shell is completely IiUcd

(b) Its 4s subshell is cornpletely filled

(c) Its atomic number is 17

(d) Its electron charge distri6ution is sphtricaily symmetrieal

66/89
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89. A system contairiing' ttrro identical particles ie described by the wave function

V 
-= f 

MntrllVp(r2l + qr'{x1}Vcr(x2}l where x, and xz represent tbe spatia} coordinhtes

of thb particles and a and p represent,all the quanfum numbers including spin of the
states that they occupJt, The particles might be

(al electrons

(b) positrons

(c, proion"

(d) deuterons

The figure below shows one of the possible energ, eigenfunctions ry(r) fo,r a particle
bouncing freely back.and forth along the X-axis between impenetrable walis located at
x=-aarrdx=+aThepoterrtial€nerryiszeroforlxl<a-Iftheefier$/oftheparticleis
2 eV when.it.is:in a guantunistate?ssociated with this eigenfunction, what is its enerry
when it'is in the quantum stato of lowest possible €nergr?

(a) O eV

(d) I eV

91. Which of the following electric lields could exist in a region of space that eontains no
chirges? A is a eonstant and l, J, kare unit vectors pointing.iri the x, g z direction

respectivety. 
jCurrent 

i in a circular loop of radius b produces a magnetic field. At a fxed
point far from the loop, the strengt} bf the magnetic field is propoitional to which of the
fotlowing combinations of i and b?

(a) Al-a;t + ;z;kl

(b) A(zryi- nkl
(c) elrul+ tdl
(d) Axgzt

67 /89
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92. Consider a systcm of JV non-intiracting particles confinei in a volume V at a
. temp€rahlre auch that the particles obcy Bbltzmann statistics. If the tempcrahrre ie

lowered to the point'at which quantum effects become important, the pressfre of the
gas may dilfer deperrding on whether t&c particlee are.&rmions ol bosons. lat Pf be the
pressure exerted by the gas if they are fermions and Pu the presaure e:rcrtcd w6en thcy
are: bosons and Pc the pressure when quantum effects are ignored. Whi,ch of thc
following is tnre?

(4 Py=P6=P"

(b) Pf , P", Pa

(c) Pf>Pb>Pc

(d) P.I < Pb < Pc

94.

'Tvlo coherent sources of visible monochromatic light form an interferenee pattei on a
scrcen. If the relative phase of the sourcls is varied from O to 2n at a frequency of
5OO Hertz, which.of the follovring best describes the efrect on the interference Battgrrt?

(a) [t is not destroyed bgt simply shilts positions at a rate too rapid to be detected by
the eye

(bl It is destroyed occept when the phase difference is 0 or lr

(c) lt is destroyed for all phise differences because the rnonochromaticitSr of the
sourcrs is destroyed

(d) It is unafiected because the frequency of phase change is'an tntegtal multiple of r '

An JV-dimensional'H;miltonian syctem is said to be Liouvilh9ernoU integrable if e:rd
o.pty if it has

(a) Mntegrds of motion

(b) iV integrals of motion in involution with each other

(c) complete eet of global action angle coordinates

(d) None of the above

Which of the following phenomena er&ibits the particle of light?

(a) Interfe'rence

(b) Di&action

(c) Polarization

(d) Photoelcctriceffect

68/8e
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{ f,rthc4ettcr / Statiettce I

' lAtr\ f .S\ 
!

rtre solution to tlre differentiat equation (#)= [S)' 
where u{2) = 3 is

(a) g=ffiYa +YrB

(bl y=ffi'
(cJ y=ffiaa a5

(dl y= {$fraa 115

Io
9\ The rank of the matrix l-1

lr
(a) 1

(bl 2

(c) 3

(d) o

the det(A-l! is

r-il
o rli"
-1 o.l

l-o I 1l
e8. ra=lr o 11,

lrlol
(a) 2

(b) '2
(c) rl2
(d) 'Ll2

99. Ttre solution of tle pitiftcrelrtiat cqgation ,lffi +]ffi = x{a is of tho form

(a)."2=axtlry

(b! s,={a*43 lg+t9-43 /3

(cl znla-dt /9-(r. Az ls

(d) z3 =x3 +vi

6s /8e
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(a) -24
(b) 24

(c! "E
(d, --lE

1o1. The coeflicient of rlo in the expansion of lp,+gx)-l in ascending powerq of x is
(a) 3ro 1210

(b) - sro 12ro

(c) 31o 7211

(d) - gto 12tr

lul. In a triangle, the lengths of the two larger sides re l0 and 9 respectivety. If the angles
are in AP, then the length of the third sidc csn Ue

(a) 5-.6'
(b) s+.6
(c) s.tr
(d) 2+2J1

1O3. 'The probability tbat at least one of'ths events A irnd B occurs ie O.6. tf .{ and B occur
simultaneously with probabitity 0.2; thcn fl4 + p(B is
(a) o'4

(b) 0.8

(c) t.2

(d) 1.4

Distsrcc between the point (2; - 3, 4) and an5ir point on thc ' surf;ace
*2 + g2 +22 -4x+6g- Bz+4= 0 is

(a) 4

(b) s'

(c) 6

(dl 7
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106

Lo,r

Tlq thT. 2x+3g-z-2= O, 3x *;$U+z:-**.O"and x- g+2a-5=O'

(a) intcrsect in a Plane

(b) form a Prism

(c) intereeet in a point

(d) Nonq of Ere above

Which one of the folloviing is not a corrcct qtgtement?

(al If Aand Bare mabdccs such thatABo Q then it is neccssa4r that eitherA= Oo{

B=O wltere 0 standi for null matrix

If Af = A, tlren A is s5rmmctric

(AB)r = d d
A unit matrix of any order is an orthogorral matrix

(bl

(c)

(d)

l2 -1
If the characteristic equation 9f I -1 2

Ir -l
(qblis
.(a) t6, 2l

(bl (6, -b)
(c) (*4, - 6)

td} (; 6, - 4|

rl
-t I is 13 +aI2 + 91. + b = Q' then the value of
2)

1OS. If u = tan-l{Lt3 + ysl/!- gil}, thcn the tatue 9{ i(?u/0x)t g(Dul0gil is

(a) cos2u

Ibl sin2u

(c) tarrZu

(d) cot2u

1O9; n is al qwryrfld,of :

(4 artriitcSJr

(b) a rational number

(c) , an iratioid nunibcr

(d) a c-ompler< number
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11O. lf x2 < 1; x- equals

(a) o

(b)

(c) 1

. 
(d) Indeterminate

111. If two.events A and B are independent, then

(a) PIAA = P(A)PlB I Al

(b) PlAq= PlaP$l B
(c) 4A4= PWfl.A

(d) P(A.q = P(4 + Plq

112. Median is a better measure of central tendency when the distribution is

(al symmetric

(b) skew

(cl uniform

(dl continuous

113. Correlation coefficieilt bctween two variables

(a) can be greater than I
(b} can be less than -1
(c) lies between -1'and +l

(d) lies between O and +l

114. Larger sample size is necesaarlr for better

(al representation

(b) precision of the estimates

(c) comparison

(d! 
lccuracy

f 15. Regression coeflicient in a simple linear regression denotes

(a) total prediqtion

(bl relationship between two variables

(c) change in deperrdent variable per unit change in independent variable

(d) significance of dependcnt.variable

72/89
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116. Method of least squares minimiees rrariani- of

(b) indePendentvariable

(c) residuals

(d) data set

Ltt.. In a norrnal distribution area bctween (m-2 SD) and lm+2 SD) is

(a) gg%"

(b) 9Oo/o

(c) 95o/o

(d) 65o/0

cocffrcient between hro variables indicates .

118. Negative value of a correlation

(al wealc rclationshiP

(b) one-to-onerelationshlP

(c) inverserelationshiP

(d) no relationshiP

119. The computed parametric values of coliforsr counts of thc samples collected from the

river are as follows :

20, 3OOO, 135OO,9OO, 12OO' 375OO' 20O0O"35O', 50 and 750

tcourorm ;o..* are errpressea.l urf/*.9 { tJ:* :arr.re]e:l 
w}rdt tvpe of mean

i"r**"f of tfrii dAta you would consider for further analysis?

(a) Exponentially Wcighted Moving Average (E\['MA)

(b) Arithmetic Weightcd Mcan (AMd

(c) Geometric Mean (GM)

(d) SimPle Moving Average (MA)

L2O, In a Gaussian distribution' Z is termed as

(a) distribution of ttre mean

(b) variance

{c} nolmal deviate or a standard scorc

(d) 50th Percent'le

73 /Be
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letbr_E
f Bloldotort{cr }

121; PSI-BLAST rlses -., to Bdfah fof hOmologs.

(4 positionwise occurrcnce of emino acids
(b) positionwise oocurrencc of nudeotidcs
(cl randoa $rights of arlitno acids
(d) random w,eights of nucleoti&r

Ttre eonserned sequenceg in a colurmn of a multiple scquenoe alignment will con'itiutc

- 
information contcnt.

H higher

(bl lourer,

(c) cAuat

{d, zcro

n,:ffi.of 
states ra a eecond:order Markov model is comparcd to the third-

(4 more

(b) less

(cl equal

(df zcro

Open-readtrtf &ane ic indicativc of
(a} DNA replication

(b) coding potential

(c) non-coding stretch

(d) .promoter aite

Bootstrap'proccdurc is gcnccary employcd ln
(a) phylogeny

(b) gerc finding

(cl homologr searctr

(d) rnotif modcflhg

74/ 89
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126. Support llector Macline (S'\ltlf)'is u6cd for

(al dossification

(b) vcctor algebra

. (c) neutral network

,(d) automating algorithms

- 12?, The statistical significance of the Blast hit is obtai-u,€d ustng

(a} e:ftreme value distribution

(b) normaldistrfbution

(c) Poissondistribudon

(d) nucleotidedistribution

128. Stn:ctural genomics helps to

(a) {ind three-dimensional stnrctures of genomes

(b) determine the pro.teins in a proteome

(c) decrease the modelling distance by increaslngrthe'coverage'of.protein folds

(d) design new folds

LZg, The strength of the hydrogen bond representcd by D-H...A (where D is the donor atom,
H is the hydrogen atom and A ie the acceptor atom).depciida on

(a) the D-H boid tength, the H...A distance and the nattituffthe b an4 A atoms

(b), the nature of the D and A atoms arid the D..A disience

(c) the H...A distance and the linearity of the angte DHA

(d) the H...A distance, the linearity of the angle DHA and thq nature of the atoms D, A

-13O. If a 20-residue peptide is occtririn-g in three different cOnformational states alpha
helix (A), beta stand (B) and beta hairpin (C), which of the following corresponds to
decreasing order of N- to C-tcrminus distance?

(a) 8,4, c
(b) A; B, C

(c! C, A, B

(d! . AU three will be idenfical

89
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131. How many edges meet at every branch node in 3 phylof,enetic tree?

(a) I

(b) 2

(c) g

^(d! 4 
.

tg2. QSAR modelling is more'closely rclated to

(a) pharmac.ophorc modelling

(b) molecular docking

(c) homologr modelling

{d) receptor-basedmodelting

133. Presence oi a Pro residue in an alpha helix causes a kink in the helix due to

p! absence of a hydroge! in its amino terminal

tb) the cyclic nahrre of the slde chain

(c) the ci.s and hansconforuratione cxisting equally

(dl the tendency to occur in beta turns

134. t argc RNn molecules shour greaterbackbone conformadonal variatton ttran DNA double
helices, because of

{a} the prcsence of unusual mdificd base$ ,

(bl the occurrence of dngle-atrandcd rcgions

(cl thc preserrce. of ribosc sugar

(d) the prcsence of triplex regons

135. In the drug discovery process, the hit identification step involver

(a) optimization

(b) chccking of compoundb efEcacy

(d) screening of potcndat molcctrlcc from compound tibrariea
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Which of the following amino acids has the highest propensity to form.the bends of
phrrns in a polypeptide sequence?

(a} I[e

{b) Mct

(cl Pro

(d) Gly

137, MUM in the MUMmer is

(a) the longqst subsequence that occurs oactly once in'the geSrome

(b) the shortest subsequence that oocurs exactly once in the genome

(c) the longest repeat in the srrtfo< tree

(dl the shortest repeat in the suffix trec

138. The method of maximum parsimony is dso known as

(a) maximum errolution method

(b) minimum evolution method

(c! zero evolution method

(d) moderate evoltition metlrod

139.. Domain in proteins is represented by the following

(a) Single protcin has always only one domain

(b) Single protein has always more than one domain

(c) Singtc protcin never cxists with one domain

(d) Number of domains varies according to the nature of the protein

14O. What will be tl.e window size for scrcening transmembrane helices that spans the lipid

bilayer?

(a) k=l0
(bl k=2!
(cI k=8
(d) k=11
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141. What is referred by the term k in the ener8s/ expression E=rhk(b-bsl2; wheie b and

bo refer to the bond length and reference bond length respectively?

(a) van der Waals radius

(b) . Stretching constant for bond length variation

(c) Torsionalpotential

(d) Kinetic ener5l of an atom

t+2. Molecular docking can be taken when the following information is available

(al The stmcture of the macromolecule

tb) The K- value associated with enzyme kinetics

(c) The Ero value of about 30-50 compounds

(dl A set of diverse compounds acting at a same target

143. .In 'unsupervised learning'- is not pedormed.

(a) training

(b) checking

(c) classification

(d) prediction

L44. The Viterbi' algorithm is a part of

(a) blast

(b) HMM

(.) dynamicprogramming

(d) phylip

145. In pairwise alignment, gap opening penalty is 
- 

as./than gap'extension penalty.

(a) lower

(br higher

(c) equal

(d) sarne
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141. What is referred by the term k in the eneres/ expression E=Yzk{b-bslz; wheie b and

bo refer to the bond length and reference bond length respectively?

(a) van der Waals radius

(b) . Stretching constant for bond length variation

(c) Torsionalpotential

{d) Kinetic energl of an atom

t42. Molecular docking can be taken when the following information is available

(a) The stmcture of the macromolecule

tb) ltre K- value associated with en41me kinetics

(c) The Ero value of about 30-50 compounds

(d) A set of diverse compounds acting at a same target

1+3. 
"In 

'unsupervised learning'- is not per.formed.

(a) training

(b) checking

(c) classilication

(d) predicUon

L44. The Viterbi' algorithm is a part of

(a) blast

(b) HMM

(c) dynamicprogramming

(d) phylip

I45, In pairwise alignment, gap opening penalty is 
- 

as/than gap'extension penalty.

(a) lower

(br higher

(c) equal

(d) same
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( QrtpUtrr Eclenca ;

146. Consider the foltowing funbtion :.

doublo porEr (doublo base,
{
Lf (€qronstlt:Q)

rrturn 1,0;
clic

if (cvon(oxponent) ) -

raturn poycr (bisa*base,
e].re

return poner (baccitiae,
l

uniLgned Lnt ergroaaat)

exponeat/2);

erqponant/2) rbire;

How many multiplicatlons are orccuted as a result of the call in this total?

(a) t2

(b) ?
(c) 8

(d)

l,4?; Which of the following stltemente about datagramg senq bJ a node in a rretwork usingIk4 protocol is/are tnre?

I. . Datagrame at the source must be the size of the samllest maximum transmission
urlit (lt{TU} of all the ltnks. qn a path to the destination.

Datagrams may bc fragmented during routing.

Datagrams are reassembled only at the destination.

I only

II only

ffi only

, II and III only

148. of the foll<iwing probtems coriceming a given undirected graph e which is currently
known to be solvablc in polynomiatiimea

(a! Finding a longcst simple cycle in G

{b} Find.ing a shortest cycle in G

(c) Finding ALL spanning trecs of G

(d) Findlng a largest cli$e tn G

7e /89
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lSO. ' For the following code, the bias of each conditional branch in the codq is labelted on the

contml tlow gr;ph tg the right. For example, the Boolean ixpression if-condltion
evaluates to. true on one-half of the executions of that expression :

149. TWo processors, M-5 and M-7 implement the sarne instruction set. Prmcssor M-5 uses
a.S-stage pipeline abd a clock cycle of 10 nanoseconds. Processor M-7 uses a 7-stage
pipeline and a clock cycle of ?'3 nanoseconds. Which of the following is/are. tme?

I. M-7's pipeline has better ma:<imum throughput than M-Sls pipeline.

II. The latency of a single instruction is shorter urr M-7rs pipeline than on M-S's
pipeline.

III. Progpams e:recuting on M-7 will always mn faster than programs executing on
M-5.

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) I and III only

(d) II and III only

do
{

if (if,-condltion)

(breialc_condition)
break;

)
alse

t{;
x;

I uhile
(1oop*condilion); Y;

What is the expected number of times that U e:<ecutes?

(al o'5

1

r.5

2

80/89
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151. Consider the follo'wing grammar :

s- (9
S+x

Which of the following statiments is/are true?

I. The grammar is ambiguous'

II. Thi grammar is suitable for top-down parsing'

(a) I onlY

tb) Il onlY

(c) III onlY

(d) II and III onlY

ls2.Whichofthefollowingproblemscanbqsolvedbyastandardgreedyalgorithm?

I. Finding a minimum sparrning tree in an undirected graph with positive-integer

edge weights.

II' Finding a ma:cimum clique in an undirected SraPh'

il. Finding a marcimum flow from a source node to a sink node in a directed iraph

with pisitive-integer edge capacities'

(a) I onlY

(b) II onlY

(c) III onlY

{d} I and II onlY

153. In systems with support for automatic memory management' a garbage collector

typically has the responsibility for reclaimin! allocated memory -objects whose contents

cannot .tr;,;tft;i;r," r"erl-**putation.:S1:l:bj!"!" are identilied bv deterrnining

that they carrnoi be reached f*; ; root set. which of the following is not a part,of the

root set in a typlcal garbage'colllctor?

(a) Actual parameters of the active procedures

(b) Dynamically allocated objects on the heap

(c) Global variables of the Program

(d) local variabtes op the call stack

l_
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llofcft-of the fouowi4 conditions can be ocprcesed by a Boolgqn formula in the.Boolcan-" zvarlablce p1,, FZ p\ p+ arrd the connectives a v (without +f?

L At laast thrcc of pl, fZ pg, rt are tnre.

[I, Exactly thrce of pl, fZ pg, fr are tnre.

m. An even number of pl, pZ pS, p4 is tnre.

(a! I only

(b) II only

(c) III only

(d) I and III only

155' Coneider the ooUeetion of all undircctcd giaphs with lo nodes arld 6 edges. I.ct If and
m, respcctively, be.tlre ma$mutn and minimun numbers of connected tmponents in
any graph ln thc collection. If a graph has no seU-loops and there is at mos:t *t. edJ"
bctcrcem.any pair of nodes, which of the fulloring is tnre?

(al M=lQm=10

(b) M=lQ m-l

{c} M =7, m="4

(d) M=6m=4

156. Which of the following comes closcst to bcing a perfectly sbsure enc4lpdon schenre?

(a! 
* 

Ttrc Cacsa; cipher, a substihrtion ciphcr

(b) . DES (Data Enciryglffon Shndad), a eymmetric-kcy algorithm

(cl Enigma, a transpalition clphcr

(dl Oac-time pad

82/8e
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167, Whiih of the fittouring statemsrts about a remote procedure call is true?

(a) It is used to chll procgdures with addresses that are farther than 216 bytes away

(b) It carrnot return a vatue

(c) It cannot pass parameters by reference

(d) lt cannot call procedures implemented in a different tanguage

1S8. let M be a single-tape; deterministic Turing machine with tape alphabet {blank, O, 1},

and let Cdsrote the (posslbly infinige) computation of M starting with a blank tape. The
input to each problem belou, is M, together with a positive integer n. Which of the
foliowing problims is/are decidable?

I.. The comptrtation C lasts for at least n steps.

il, The computation C lasts for at least n steps, and M prints a 1 at sorne point after
the nth step.

m. M seans at least n distinct tape squares during the computation C.

.

(a) None

(b) III only

(c) I and II only

(dl I and III only

1S9. Which of the following is not a property of bitmap graphics?

(a) Fast hardware exists to move bl'ocks of pixels efficiently

.

(b) 'Realistic lighting and shading can be done

tcl Alt tine segrnents can be displayed as straight

(d) Polygons can be lilled with solid colors hnd textuies

83/8e
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160' In a pipelined RISG computer, where all arithmetic instnrctions have the same cpl(rycles pcr instnrcuon), which'of the follonring a"tion" *o"ialii;;; execution timeof a typical program?

I. Increasing the clock cycle rate

U. Disallowing any brwarding in the pipeline

III. 
?""b-Utfg thesizes of the instnrction cache and the datd cache without changing
the clock cycle time

I only

II only

III only

I and III only

4
Iock A;
lrA-10;
Onlock l;
B=B+10;
A=A-10,
I,och B;
BEBt;
UnI6cL B;

IrOck l;
l'aA-10;
gnlock A;
B=Bi1O;

I'only

II only

III only

I and II onty

T2

loct B;
Boq-29;
Unloct B;,
Cl= C + 20;

IrOct B,
8=B-2Oi
Unloct B;
C=C+20;
locli .l,; .B=B-20t
Unl,ock, A;
C=C+2O;

84/89

(a)

tb)

(c)

(d)

161.' A transaction schedule is serializable if its effcA p equivalent to that of eome serial
schedule. Consider a book-keeping operation oorr.f"trog of turo transaction"; q il71,
that are.required to keep the sum A+ BlCunchangca. Which of Bre fottowini p*rs -of

transactions will alwa3rs result in a serializable scfiedule?

I.

u.

m.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(dl
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162. Which of the following is not a.reasonable justification for choosing to busy-wait on an

(a) The wait is expected to be short

(b) A busy-wait loop is easier to code than an interrupt handler

(c) There is no other work for the processor to do

(d) The program executes on a time'sharing system

163. The singleton design pattern is used to guarantee that onl5r a single instanie of a glass

may be instantiated. Which of the following is/are true of this design pattern?

I. The singleton class has a static factory method to provide its instarice

. U. The singleton class can be a subclass of another class.

gleton class has a private constructor.

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) III only

(d) I, II and III

fS+,' Assume that a target t is an integer value stored in some element of integer array x,
which is'sorted in non-decreasing order. Consiher the liillowing oqtline of a loop to

search for t :

<initialization of h and k>
$trtle (xlhl !=t)
t

P;
)

If <initialization> establishes the invariant "x[h] < f < x[k]", which of the following

delinitio4s for P, taken individually, wo-trld ensure that the loop terminates with x[h[ = i,

assuming that t appea"rs in the array?

I. If x[trl < t, then h: = h + I

III. h:= h+1

III. k:=k-1
(a) I only

(b) II only i

{c} III only ' 
.

(dl I and II only
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165. Assume that a debugger places a breakpoint at a load instruction at virhial address
O x 77E81234 (hexadecimal notation) in a debugged process P. If the text segment of p
begrns at O x ?7E8OOOO in l's virtual sddress staca and if the debugger his mapped
this same text segment at 0xO1OOOOOO in its virhral address *p""., which oi ttu
following is the virtual address used, by the debugger in its WRTTE oi"oiiorr,'along with
h description of how the debugger has mapped th; virtual memury i"g" containin-g this
address?

(a) OigrOOtZS+; page mappe4 with READ/WRITE access

(bl Ox o1001234; page mapped with COPY-ON-WRITE accesa

(c) 0x76881234; page mapped with READ/WRITE access

fd) ox 26E81234; page mapped with C0Pt-ON-WRITE access

166. A Euler circuit of an undirected gaph is a circuit in which each edge of the graph
' appears exact{ once, Which of the following undirected graphs muet have a Euler

circuit?

I. A complete graph with f2 vertices

II. A complete graph with l3 vertices

III. A tree with 13 vertices

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) III only

(d) I and II only

167. Consider the following possible data struetures foi a'6et of n distinct integers :

I. A min-heap

II. An array of length n sorted in increasing order

III. A balanced binary search tree

For which of the above data structures is the number of steps needed to lind and
remove the 7th largest element O(log4) in the worst case?

(a) I only

(d) II and III only

8618e
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1611. U/hich of the foltor*ing probtems is/are decidabiee 
,

l. Given a (finite) str$g w, is t! a preli* of the decirnal expansion of n?

II. Given a pmgrarn and an input, is the program's output the decimal oip,Ansion
of lt?

m. Given a pro8ram that takee ae input a prefx of ttrc decimal expansion of r; is the
progr8tEb e.itput:always the samc for every prefix?

(a) I only

(bl II only

(cl III only

(d) I and II only

1f9. Which o116s foltouring characteristies of 3 programming"language is best speeified using
a mntext-free grammar?

(a) Identilier length

{b} Mdmum [evel of neotiug

(c) Operatorpreccdence

(d)'I)ryecompatibiiity

1?O. kt f b€ a depth-firit search tree of a clnnected undirected graph G For each vertex u

of L let pre fil be the number of nodes visited up to and including u during a preorder
traversat of ?, ar-rd post (r,f be the number of nodes visited up to and including u during a
postorder traversal: of T.

The.lorest oomrnon ancestor of vertices u and u in ? is a vertel w of T cuch that ur is an
ayrcestor of both u and 4 and no child of nr is an anccstor of both u and u.

kt (rr,ul be an cdge in.G.that is not in T, such thal prelulcpre(4. Which of the
fotl,owing statements about u and u must be tme?

I. post (u) < post (d

II. n is qn ancestor of u in ?.,:
tU. If r^tt is the lowest common ancestor of u and u in T, then u,r = a

(a) I only

(b) II only

(cl III only

td, II and trI otrlY

***
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PART-A .

Answer anl lifteen questions

1.

c 9
x

c
a .,

c
2

'b
x

b
u

b
z

a

x
a

u.

a

zstart-+

The finite autornaton above recognizes a set of strings of length 6. What is the toterl
.number of strings in the set?

(a) 16

(bl 20

(c) 30

(d) 32

2. Which of the following regular expressions generate(s) no string with two consecutive
1's? (Note that e denotes the empty string.)

L (1+ $ (01+ 0).

m. (O+1). (0+e)

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) III only

(d) I and II only

'3. Which of the following C + + qxpressions d.oes aot always correctly compute thc
mathematical average of the integer variables a, b, c and d?

(a) float ((a +b + c+ dl /4 .gl

(b) (float (a + b + c+ d)l l4
(c) (a+ b + e.+ dl l4
(d) la+b+c+dl /4'o

8el8e
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5,

4. Suppose that Vis a vector with indices frorn-a to b and that each elcment of Voccupies
two words. If the elements of Vare stored in consecutive words of memory and ei \u[a] is
the address of word 1 of I/[a] , then the bddress of word 1 of V[d, where a<i< b, is
(a) (o Ytal- a)+ i

(b) 2(c vlal- al +2i
(c) (a lz[a] -2a)+2i
(d) (cr r[a] -2al + i

In.a computer with a cache memory interposed between the processor and the primary
memory, the cache is k-way set-associative (for some fixed fi; i.e., each location in the
primary memory 'maps to'{can be cached in} any of k locations in the cache. Lbt therc
be P locations in the primary memory and C locations in the cache.

On the average, how many different locations are there in the primary memory map to a
particular location in the cache, iI k = 2?

(al 1

(b) ?

(c) P lC
(d) 2P lc
Lret M be a single-tape, deterministic Turing machine with tape alphabet {blank, Q 71,

and let Cdenote the (possibly inlinite) computation of M starting with a blank tape, The
input to each problem below is M, togetJrer with a positive integer n- Which of the
following problems is/are decidable?

I.?hecomputationClastsforatleastnsteps'].
il. The computation C lasts for at least n steps, and M prints a 1 dt some point after

the nth step.

III. M scans at least n distinct tape squares during the computation C.

(a) None

(b) III only

(c) I and II only

(d) I and III only

Suppose, Q and R qre languages. Assuming'P * NP, which of the following implies that
R is not in P?

(a) R is in NP

(b) Q is in IVP and Q is poiynomial-time reducible to R

(c) Q is in JVP aqd R is polynomial-time reducible to Q

(d) Q is NP-complete and Q is polynomial-time reducible to R

9Ol89
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8, kt ? be a depth-first search tree of a conneeted undiredted graph G. For each vertex r.r of
T, let preP,$ be the number of nodes visited up to and inctuaing u during a preorder
traversal of ?, and postluti be the number of nodes visited up to ia irrctuajng u during
a postorder traversal of ?.

The lowest common ancestor of vertices u and u ia T is a vertex w of Tsuch that uu is an
ancestor of both u and, u, and no child of u,r is. an ancestor of both u and u.

ktlr\.u) be an edge in G that is not in f, such that pre(ul < preQ).Which of the following
statements'about u and u must be true?

I. post (ul < posf (Q

[, ' u is an.ancestor of u in T
,I

IIL If ru is the lowest common ancestor of u and u in T, then ru= u,

I only

II only

III only

II and itt

9. An Euler circuit of an undirected graph is a circuit in which each edge of the graph
'appears exactly once. Which of the following undirected graphs must have an Euler
circuit?

I. A complete graph with 12 vertices

I. A complete graph with 13 vertices

ilI, A tree with 13 vertices

(a) I only

(b) II only

(c) III only

(d) I and II

In synthetic mRNA composed of 314 uracil and
of the triplets UGU and GUG are

(b) 3:1

(c) 9:1

(d) 27:t

1/4 guanine, ihe expected frequencies

9L /89

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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11.

12.

A gene Bwas isolated from plant cells and was cloned'into the satne plant along with a
strong promoter. By mistake the cloned gene was put in the opposite orientation with
respect'to the coding rigions. The expression from gene B was completely inhibited in
all, the transgenic cell lines. This is due to

(a) possible, integration within the gene

(b) production of antisensc RNA and subsequent inhibition of gene expression

(c) geneticrecombination

(d) selective exonuclease-mediatcd degradation of the gene

In suctose, fructose is tinked to glucose by

(a) p! 1$ bond

(b) p! 4 bond

(c) p2, la bond

(d) a? I$ bond

Transfer RNA is covalently attached to

(a) ribosome :

tb) ribosomal RNA

{c} amino acid

(d) codon

Assuming 30 nm chromatin fibre contains about 30 nucleosomes {200 bp} per S0 nm of
length, calculate the degree of compaction of DNA associated with this level of
chromatin organization,

(a) 51-fold

(b) 27-fotd

(c) 17-fold

(d) lS-fold

15. Which of the following reactions does not occur during the operation of the TCA cycle in

(a) Oxidative decarboxylation

(b) Substrate-level phosphorylation of ADP to ATP

(c) Fgrmation of an interm'ediate with a thioester bond

(d) Formation of keto acid intermediates

e2/8e
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17.

16. Methotrexate, an analogue of dihydrofolate, is an inhibitor of the enzlrme, dihydrofolate

reductase' Methotrexati would be expected to

(a) decrease the V* of the en'4rme

z5rme for the substrate(b) increase the Kr, of the en:

(c) decrease both the K- and V- of the enzyme 
'

(d)increasettieaffinityoftheenrymefort}resubstrate

18.

aL- -r^^-^ ---r,, fotassium
Na+ -K+ -ATPase in the plasma membrane pumps sodium out of the cell and 1

into the cell using aie 
"t "try. 

During thl operation of this ion PumP, which of the

'following is formed as an intermediate?

(a) Enzyme-PhosPhate'comPlex

(b) Enrvme-AMP comPlen

(d) Enrvme-ADP comPlex

In a population of 1o0o persons, 36O were of e': lao3r.ae and 160 of B blood groups'

From this observation ihe frequency of A and B alleles in the popula6on are 
-respectively

(a) 0'84 and 0'16

(b) 0'36 and 0'16

(c) O'60 and 0'4O

A rearrangement in which there is a migration bf a o-bond t o'--Yt"atalysgd

intramolecular,procqss, adjacent to one or more ,r-SystemS to a new position in the

molecule causing a reorganisation of the n-systems is known as

rharransement(a) sigmatroPic rtarrangement

(b) dyotroPicrearrangement

(c) paratroPic rearrangement

(d) chaotroPicrearrangement

19.

20. allqwed only if the total
A thermal jericyclic reaction involving a M6bius. System is

number of electrons is

(a) 2n

(c) 4n

(d) 4n+2

e3l8e
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2L' An organic molebule containing a carbon atom qrith 6 valence electrons andgeneral formula RR'C is known as

.(a) carbene

(b) 'carbocation

(c) carbanion

(d) free radical

having the

23.

22. In case of a reaction following sN 2 mechanism, the. kinetics should be

(a) first order in terms of the nucleophile and substrate but second order overall
(b) second order in terms of the substrate and zero order in terms of the nucleophile
(c) second.order .in terms of the substrate and nucleophile

td) The order of the reaction depends upon the particular substrate and nucleophile

which of the following statements is true for Bronsted acids and bases?

(a) An acid is 4 proton acceptor and a base is a proton donor
(b) An acid is a proton donor and a base is a proton acceptor

(c) An acid is an electron donor and a base is an electron acceptor
(d) Both acids and bases are proton acceptors.and" electron donors

2+- which of the following statements is true for a transition state?

(a) The geornetry of the transition state resembles the side to which it is closer in free

. eners/

(b) The geometrj of the transition state resembles the side to which it is further awayin free enerry.

(c) The geometry of the transition state is perfectly intermediate between the reactant
and product ground. state.

(d) The gbometry of the transition state has no particuiar relationShip with eithcr thc
reactant or the product ground state.

25. Which of the following methods is a good method for the determin"ation olthe absolute
configuration of an optically active molecule containing a single chiral center?
(a) Conversion of the uirknown to or formation of the unknown from a compoi.rnd ofhoy, absolute configuration without disturbing the chiral ccnter 

_

(b) X-raycrystallography

(c) NMR spectroscopy

(d) Circulardichroism spectroscopy

e4/8e
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26. An aromatic comPound is one, which

(a) usually haS a nice smell

(b) is made up of one or more benzene ri.ngs that may or may not be fused to each

(c) can sustain an induced ring current

(d) undergoes addition reactions more easily compared to substitution reactions

2?. A phase transfer.catalyst is one, which

(a) can reduce the melting point of ionic solids by binding with either the cation or the

anion
- e nrtcleoohile from e to the organic phase :(b) carries a nucleophile from the'aqueous phasr

(c) is a volatile compound that can be easily removed from reaction mixtureg by slight

heating

(d) helps in the formation of colloids

2a. ,A long glass tube is held vertically in water' A tuning fork is "ly"t zrnd held over thc

tube. Strong resonances are observed at_two successive lengths O'50 m and O'84 m

above the surface of water. If the velocity of sound is 340 m/s, then the frequency of the

tuning fork is
(a) 128 Hz

tb) 256 Hz

(c) 384 Hz

(d) 5oo Hz

29. TWo identical point charges are held at a distanle d aPart by a non-conducting string

with tension f. f a third identical point charge is fixed at a distance of d 12 f:o\both of

the first two point charges, then what will be the new tension in the string?

(a) T

(b) 2r
(c) 3?

(d) sr

gO. Initially a small satellite is. in a circrrlar orbit about Mars' .Over a very small time

interval, an external force accelerate-s the satellite in the direction of the satellite's

velocity vector. After thb impulse is applied, thp satellite is in a ncw orbit (which is still

bound).Whichofthefollowing.statementsisnottrue?

{a) There was an incrcase in the angglar mornentum of the satellite about the center

of mass of Mars'

-tb) The eccentricity of the new orbit is less than 9ne"

(c) After the impulse is applied, the speed of the satellite will'change throughout thc

new orbit.

(d) The period of the new orbit is shorter than the period of the original orbit'

e5/8e
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31. A hollow cylihdrical barrel falls off the back of a truck travelling at a speed u onto the
road. Initialty, -the barrel has the same speed as the truck ,r.ra i* not rotating; it is
skidding due to friction between itself and the concrete. As soon as the barrel begins to
roll, what will be its speed?

(a) | /4* u

(b) t /3* u

(c) | /2* v

32. A wdve in water propagated from a region of depth hto a region of depth 4h. tlow did its
velocity u and wavelength.l change? Assume that the coriditions in Uttfr the regions are
such that u does not depend on )..

(a) u increased to 2u, L increased to 2t'

(b) u increase d ta 2u,L decrease d, to L /2
(c) u decrease d to u f4, l. decrcase d to X /4
(d) u remained unchanged, l. decreased to i. /2

33. You have three energr levels in a system at the temperature ?n The energies are e B and
38. They have the degeneracies of ! 3 and 7 respectively. What is the partition function. for this system with k being the Boltzmahn constant? 

\

fl : =":12" 1,.,' *. l,:.:;', .,
(c) Z = 7 + u'E/kT + e3V/k't'

(d) Z = l+ e-38/kr +e-ztl/Er

34, Consider an experiment where monochromatic light is incident perpcndicularly from air
on a thin flat film of material that has an index of refraction n = 1.2. The thickness of
the Iilm is the minimum required for,thcrc to be constructive interference between the
light that is reflected from the two surfaces of the film. If the air in this experiment was
replaced by water with an index of refraction n = i. 33, then which of the following
statements is true?

{a} There would no longer be constructive interference because the wavelength of lig\t
in water is srnaller than that in air.

(b) The additicn of water will induce a phase shift of the reflected light which will
cause there to be dcstructive interference.

(c) Light will no longer be reflected by the thin film and thus no form of interference
will be observed.

(d) There will stilt be constructive interference between the light that is ieflected from
the two surfaces of thc Iilm.

e6/Be
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35. You want to hit a small box on the floor with a marble fired from a spring-loaded gun
that is mounted on a table. The target box is at a distance R horizontally from the edge

of the table (see the figure below). You compressed the spring a distance d, but the
center of the marble falls short by a distance r of the center of the box. How far should
you compress the'spring to score a direct hit (neglect friction)?

(a)

(b)

d2
L-- R-r

, _ d{R* r)

R

(c) * =A-R+r

(d) *= Rd
' R-r

Electrons are accelerated across a potential difference V, and enter a vacuum trrbe
parallel to two circular coils of wire udth a flowing current L The electrons will follow a
circular path of radius r.

36.

electrons
enter

->

If the accelerating potential is doubled,

(a) 2r

{b) 0. 5r

(c) r
(d) r.4r

O
'coil
current'I

what is the resulting radius of the path?

e7 /8e
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3?. A rational function hwith a hole at.r=5, a verticai asyrnptote at x=*1, a horizontal
asymptote at y=2 and an x intercept at x=2 if given as

(a) [2 (x - 5) (x - 2)l lllx - s) (x + l]]

tb) [s(x- 5) ix*211 /l@- Q{x+ l)}

(c) 12 (x * 1) (x - 2ll llu- 5) (x + l)l

(d) 12 (x +5) {x - 2)) /tlx- s) {x + l)l

38. If /(x)=x3 *3x2 +x and g is the inverse of /, then g'(3) is equal

(a) 20

(b) I/ 10

(c) 1

(d) 1/3

$9. The graphs of function,f, its first derivative /'and second derivative f " are shown.
below. The graph of / is given'by which curve{s} as given in the figure below?

as/Ed



37. Arationalfunctionhwithaholeat.r=5,averticalasyrnptoteatx=.-1,ahorizontal
asymptote at y= 2 and. an x intercept at x*2 i? given as

(a) 12 tx - 5) {x - 2)l /l\x' s) (x + 1)l

(b) Is{x- 5) {x-41 lllx- Q{x+ l)i

(c) 12{x * 1) (x - 2ll /l{x - s) (x + 1)l

(d) 12{x + 5) {x - 2)) lUx - 5) {x + 1)l

If /ix) = x3 - 3x2 + x and g is the inverse of /, then g'1S1 ls equal to

(ai 20

(b) l lro
(c) 1

(d) 1 13

39. The graphs of function /, its first derivative /'and second derivative f " are shown.
below, The graph of / is given by which curve(s) as given in the figure below?

{a) I

(b) rr

{c) III

td) I and II

eBl8e
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Evaluate

lim An = 
sr+

7t -+@ J

0

1

-1
No convergence

Find the condition that the line Ix +m|+n=0maY touch the ellipse *-5=''
(a) o2l2 + b2m2 - n2'lbl-' 

a?nJ +b212 =n2

(d) o2m2 -b212 =n2

If x=2cosf -cos2d 9=2sint-sin2t, the value 
""#*"1 

t=|' is

(a) -r 12

(b) -312
(c) | 12

(d) 3 /2

If /(x) and 9(x) are such that

tim/(x)asx-)d=+@
and -lim g(xlas x *) a = 0' then

(a) limt/(xl'g(x)l as xla is always equal to 0

(b) lim[f(x)'g(x)] as xlais never equal tq O

(c) lim[/(x)'g(x]l as x-'>a may be +@ or -€
(d) lim[/(x);g(x]l as x-)'a may be egual to +*

out of L5 points in a plarte,.S are in the same line (collinear)' Holv many triangles can

be formed bY joining theft?

(a) 12o

(b) 1oo

(c) 110

(d) None of the above

If relation R = {(q d, (b, dl,(q c)}, then the dorr'rain and range are

(a) {4 b, c\, {q b, c\

(b) {q s a}, {c b, d\

(c) la, b, c\, {c, d\

(d) {c, d), la, b, c\

4L.

42.
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46.

PART_B
. Answer slt questions

SHIPPING RATES FOR EXPRESS PARCEL SERVICE, INC

Shipment metlrcd

Lbss than 2 pounds
Ground. Air .Express

$ 1.50 $ 2.2s $ 6'7s
Each additional pound (or
fraction) through. l0 pounds $'+o $ .oo $ t.rs
Each additional pouhd (or
fraction), 11 pounds and over $ ,2s $ '+o $ 'zs

How much moie does it cost to send a parcel weighing 16.5 pounds by express deliverythan to send the same parcel by ground delive[r?

47' PI "ort*mately what petcent does tJre average air delivery cost per pound for a. 2l-porrnd parcel exceed the average ground delivery cost pei porrrrjfo, a 2g-pound.parcel?

(b) 46

(d) 80

Marlcetirq, Iegal and pro&rctioi Eqterses
for gxz Compang

(1eeo_1e94)

g Markcting I
Ilsal ' t

- E prJauctioi---l
I

d In l

I

(a) $ 3'4s

(c) $ rt'ss

(a) 33

(c) 67

(a) 1990 and 1'992

(c) 1991 and 1993

(b) $ e'oo

(d) $ ts'oo

1990 r99l t992 1993 1994

L2

10

s

Eg'co
BE 6
bE
6e o

2

r+8' ttl.1!1eu1s p*p::""". trailed produ_ction expenses by about the same percentage.during
which of the following two years?

tb) 1991 and t99'2
(d) tgs2 and 1993

loo/8
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49. Consider aggregate legal and production expenses for each year as shown. With respect
to the two years during which.lhis aggregate amount was most nearly the same, average
annuai marketing expenses totalled approximately

{a) $ 5'5 million

(b) $ O't million

lc) $ 6'5 million

(d) $ z'2 miuion

50. If the average cost of producing one
the percent of decrease?

{a) 10

(b) 12.s

(c) L4

(d) ls

Directions for Quantttqtiue Comparlson Questfons

Question Nos. 51, 52, 53 and 54 each consists of two quantities, one in Column-A and the
other in Column-B. Compare the two quantities and indicate

. {a) if the quantity in Column-A is greater

{b) if the quantity in Column-B is greater

(c) if the quantities are equal

td) if the relationship cannot be determined from the information given

In some quedtions, additional information pertaining to one or both of thc quantities to be

compared is centered above the two columns. Any symbol appearing in both the columns
represents the same thing in one column as iri the other,

All numbers used are real numbers.

51. A<C
B> D>A

Column*A

A-B

{a} The quantity in Column*A

{b} The quantity in'Column*B

(c) The quantities are equal.

(d) The relationshiP cannot be

widget decreases from $'12.50 to $ iO.75, what is

Column-B

C*D

grcater.

grcater.

determined from the information given'

ls

1O1/8
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52. P7O>o
Column-A

p+qt
Column-B

pq

(a) The quantity in Column-A is greater.

(b) The quantity in Column-B is greater.

(c) The quantities are equal.

(d) The relationship cannot be determined from the information given.

53;

tr. The integer (x - l) is a prime number between 4O and SO.

Column-A

The sum of all different prime
factors of x

Column-A

The average (arithmetic mean)
ofxandy

(a) The quantity in Column-A is greater.

(b) The quantitlz in Column-B is grcater.

(c) The quantities are equal.

(d) The relationship cannot be determined

Column-B

The average (arithmetic mean)
of x- I and g+l

from the information grven.

Columru-B

14

(a) The quantity in Column-A is grea,ter.

(b) The quantity in Column-B is greater.

(c) The quantities are equal.

(d) The relationship cannot be determined from the information given.

102/8
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SS. If a building of D feet height casts a shadow of f feet long, then at the same time of the
day a tree of t feet height will cast a shadow of how many feet long?

(b) fb tt
(c) b /ft
(d) tb tf

lf x, y artd. z are consecutive honzero integers, and if x < y < z, which of the following

mrr"i be a positive odd integer?

(a) x-g-z

(c) x+A-z
(d) )a- A

67. T\rro canoe riders must be selected from each of the two grodps of campers. One group

consists of three men and one woman, and the other gpup consists of two women and
one man. What is the probability that two men and two women will be selected?

(a) Ll6
(b) L 14

lcl 217

{d} 112

58. In a particular jelly-bean jar, the number of red jelly beans exceeds the number of white
onesby a ratio of 3 : 2. If two red jelly beans were removed, the r'atio of red to white jelly

beans would be 1: 1.

Colitrnn-A

No. of white jblly beans

(a) The quantity in Column-A is greater'

p) . The qPantity. in Column-B is greater' :

(c) The guantities are equal'

(d) The relationship cannot be determined from the information given.

,.
59. What is the greatest value of a positive integer n such that 3n'is a factor of lSrs?

(a) ls
(b) 18

(c) 30

1 03/89
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Bead the followiag passage to anaq/er eues$oa }{os. Go ta 62 :'
Three men (Tom, Peter and Jack) and three women (Eliza,Anne and Karen) are spending a fewmonths at a hillside. They are to stay in a row of nine cottages. eacrr one ii"G i, ii" ";;";;cottage' There is'no other staying in the sarne row of houses.

1' Anne, Tom and Jack do not want to stay in any cottage which is at the end of the
row.

2. Eliza and Anne are unwilling to stay beside any occupied cottage.
3. Karen is next to Peter and Jack.
4. Between Anne and Jack's cottage there is just one vacant house.
5. None of the girls occupies adjacent cottages.
6. The house occupied by Tom is next to an end cottage.

60. Which of the above statements
statements?

(a) Statement 1

(b) Statement 2

(c) Statcment 3

td) Statement S

can be said to have been derived from two othcr

next to a vacant cottage?61. How

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

62.

many.of them occupy cottages

2.

Which among these statements is/are true?

L Anne is between Eliza and Jaek.

II. At the most four persons can have occupied

(a) I only

{b) II only

(c) I and III only

(d) II and III only

1O4/89

cottages on either side of them.
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Read thc follorrlng paseage to answer Questloa Nos. 6B to 65 :

An employee has been assigned the task of allotting offices to six of the staff members. The
offices are numbered l*6. The offices are arrallged in a row and they are separated from each
other by six fpeJ high dividers, Hence voices, sounds and cigarette smoke flow easily from one
office to another.

Miss Robert needs to usi: the telephone quite often throughout the day. Mr. Mike and Mr. Brown
nied adjacent offices as they need to consult each other often while working. Miss Hardy is a
senior employee and has to be allotted the oflice number 5, having the biggest window.

Mr. Donald requires silence in the offices next to his. Mr. Tim, Mr. Mike and Mr. Donald are all
smokers, Miss Hardy finds tobacco smoke alleigic and consecutivcly the offices next to hers to
be occupied by nonsmokers.

Unless specifically stated all the employees maintain an atmosphere of silence during office
hours.

63. The ideal candidate to occupy the oflice furthest from Mr. Brorrrn would be
(a) . Miss Hardy

{b} Mr. Mike

(c) Mr. Tim

(d) Mr. Donald

64. The three employees

{a} 1, 2, and 4
(b) 2, 3 and 6

(c) l, 2 and 5

(d) l, 2 and 3

who are smokers should be seated in. the ofEces

ri

-\

(a) 2

(b) 6

(c) I
(d) 3

66. In the event of which occurrence, within a period. of one month since the assignment of
the offices; would a request for a change in office be put forth by one or more
employees?

(a) Mr. Donald quitting smoking.

. (b) The installation of a noisy teletype machine by Miss Hardy in her office.
(c) Miss Robert needing silence in the oflice(s) next to her own.
(d) Mr. Tim taking over the duties formerly taken care of by Miss Robert.
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Read the follorring information to lrgtlrer Questlon iloc. 6? to 69 :

The stop O is the stop immediately before Q.

N is the stop immediately before L.

.61. In case N is tl..e fourth stop, which among the following must be the stop immediately
before P?

(a) o
(b) a

(d) L

68. In case L is the second stop, tvhich among the following must be the stop immediately
before M?

(a) N

. tb) L

(c) P

(d) o

69. In case a passenger gets on the bus at O, rides past one of the stops, and gets off at P,

which of the following must be true?

(a) O is stop one

. (b) 'Q is stop three
:(c) P is stop four

td) N is stop five

70. A survey recently conducted revealed that marriage is fattening. The survey found that
en an average, women gained 23 pounds and men gained 1B pounds duiing l3 ycars of
marriage. The answer to which among the following questions w.ould be the most
appropriate in evaluating the reasoning presented 'in the survey?

(a) Why is the time period of the survey 13 years, rather than 12 or 14?

(b) Did any of the men surveyed gain less than 18 pounds during the period thcy wcrc
married?

(c) How much weight is gained or lost in 13 years by a single people'of comparable
age to those studied in the survey? ' 'i .,'

{d} When the survey was.condutted were the women as active a.s the men?

***
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